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We road where men's fashions
now call for handbags for
men. No longer are handbags
designed only for the ladies.
What caused this phenomenon,
no one knows, but probably
the closely fitting pants gave
rise to it. You can hardly get
your hand in the pants poc-
kets, much less anything else.
With men carrying handbags,
the saying about "he hit him
with his purse" may not be too
far fetched.
Since John Ed closed down his
lunch counter, our routine of
several years has been upset.
We have been going up to get
a cup of coffee about the mid-
dle of the morning for ump-
teen years, which incidentally
has been a nickel a cup.
He closed ins one day this
week for remodeling and for
a day or two we were disorient-
ed, discombobulated, and other-
wise at a loss.
We got one cup otfasfifteen cent
coffee (plus tax) which almost
extinguished our desire for
coffee. Now we have to work
into a completely new routing.
This morning early the yard
was Literally covered with Mea-
dow Larks. Some of them were
enjoying the dew and were
taking mini-baths. Others
skulked around with shoulders
all hunched up looking for
grasshoppers and crickets.
Dove back in the woods was
calling mournfully.
The weather has been dry so
-iveve been doing some water-
ing. At least we have been
able to get ahead of the grass
for once. It has been reappear-
ing as fast as we pulled it out
from where we did not want
it, but with the dryness, we
have made great inroads. The
walk is almost clear again.
In Our 90th Year
PROUD PARENTS join Miss Ada Sue
coronation recently as Miss Super Q. The
finalists during a convention of more than
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Miss Hutson
of 709 Olive Streit.
Is, it 400
Selected As A Beat All Round Y -tau, Community Newspaper
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Hutson of Murray, Immediately following her
young lady was selected from a field of nine
100 independent fertiliser manufacturers from
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson
Ada Sue Hutson Is Selected
As "Miss Super Q" For 1969
Miss Ada Sue Hutson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan C. Hut-
son of Murray, Kentucky, has
been selected as Miss Super Q
for 1969
Miss Hutson, a sophomore at
Murray State University, topp-
ed the nine finalists in com-
petition for queen at a re-
cent convention of indenend-
James Newsome Is
Hospital Patient
James Newsome, an em-
ployee of the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company, is a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Newsome underwent arm
surgery on Monday. Reports
are that he is doing alright.
His address is Room 209 Sec-
ond Floor, Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Boyce Newsome, Farm-
ington.
Man Gets First Close Look At
Mars7-South-Pole-Tuesday
By JOSEPH A. ST. AMANT
PASADENA, Calif. S1PS—Man
got his first close look at the
dazzling white :mouth polar cap
of Mars Tuesday night in tele-
vision photos taken by Mariner
7 as it flashed by 3,000 miler
away.
The cap looked like a snowy
fringe of white over the south
pole of the mysterious planet.
In some pictures it seemed to
Spill over into surrounding
dark craters, and in others it
Fair to partly cloudy today
through Thursday. High today
in the 80s. Low tonight 50-60.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 356.9,
Om 0.1.
Below dam, 301.6, up 29, no
gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 am., 356.8,
stationary.
Below darn, 302.8, up 0.7.
Sunrise 6.06; Sunset 7:59.
Moon rises 12:41 a.m.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOULSVI 11 .E, Ky. (UPI) —
The Kentucky five-day weather
outlook Thursday through Mon.
day.
Temperatures will average
_rear normal, a little cooler the
i1Zairiiest Week.: Nitibliki -Aug
101-90, lows 63 71. ;
Rainfall aill average one
fourth to three fourths of 
an
inch around the weekend.
had the appearance of a hazy
cloud.
"That is a beautiful, beauti-
ful picture," said Dr. Robert
J. Leighton, chief photo ana-
lyst, as one of the photos un-
folded on a television screen
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
"Fascinating," said Dr. Rob-
ert P. Sharp, a geologist with
the Mariner project.
Most Apt Description
Although "snowy" seemed
the most apt description of the
(Continued on Page 16)
ent fertilizer manufacturers
who produce and market pre-
mium crop fertilizer programs
under the Super Q trade name.
Her father is owner and gen-
eral manager of Hutson Chem-
ical Company, Inc., Murray, one
of nearly 50 companies assoc-
iated with the program in the
U.S. and Canada.
Miss Hutson combined good
looks with a brilliant scholastic
record to gain the finals of the
contest. Judges picked her as
original essay on how her fath-
er's business contributes to
agriculture in her community.
The 18-year-old queen began
her year's reign this month
when she was honored at the
annual Super Q convention :n
(Continued on Page 16)
Sister Of Local
Woman Succumbs
Mrs. Lou Violet Overby of
Mayfield Route Six, sister of
Mrs. Zepha Cochran of Murray,
died Monday at 3:45 a.m. at the
Fuller-Gilliam Hospital, May-
field.
The deceased was a member
Of the Bethel Church of Christ.
She was 77 years of age. ---
Survivors are her husband,
James Leonard Overby; two
daughters, Mrs. Harold Jones
and Mrs. Robert Davis of May-
field Route Six; one brother,
Joe Hargrove of Graves Coun-
ty; two sisters, Mrs. Cochran
of Murray and Mrs. Cora Piper
of Geste County; six grand-
(Continued on Page 16)
CORRECTION
Jumbo Bounty Towels adver-
tised in Johnson's Grocery ad
today, is priced in error. The
cost is advertised as 39e each,
but should be 33c each.
-et -8 • -
FIGHTER AT FIVE — Paul Austin, flv•-war-eld son a
Or. and Mrs. Clegg Austin is shown foliewIng threogh en •
punching beg at the Child Development Center.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will hdid its annual re-
vival meeting starting Sunday,
August 10, and continuing
through Sunday, August 17
Services will be held daily at
7:45 pm. with Rev. Charier
Simons, pastor of the Hamlett
Baptist Church in Marshall
County, as the evangelist.
The pastor, Rev. Thomas
Perkins, and the church invite
the public to attend.
Driving Lessons To
Be Offered At
lerrallimerraber
The Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recrea-
tion, Murray State University,
will offer free driving lessons
during intersession (August 11-
29).
These free lessons are offer-
ed in conjunction with a Driver
Education laboratory course
which is designed to acquaint
students with instructional ma-
terials and methods of instruct-
ional materials and methods of
instructing in a dual-control
car.
If you are interested in tak-
ing these free lessons, contact
Bill Wells at 762-6189 or 753-
8E80 (after 7:00 p.m.).
County Man
Dies Tuesday
William C. Caldwell of Lynn
Grove Route One was claimed
by death Tuesday at 4:15 pm.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was 76 years of age and
his death followed an extended
illness. He was born December
26, 1892, in Graves County to
the late Robert Caldwell and
Elsie Gibson Caldwell.
Mr. Caldwell was a member
of the Beech Grove Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church. He
had been commissioned a Ken-
tucky Colonel.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Deccere Beaman
Caldwell, Lynn Grove Route
One; one daughter, Mrs. Pur-
dom (Katie) Outland of 113
North 10th Street; two eons,
Codie Caldwell, Lynn Grove
Road, and Charles Caldwell, 703
Chestnut Street; one sister, Mrs. 
RoscoeCarman of Mayfield;
one brother, Emmett Caldwell
of Fulton Route Three; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Wendell
Gottman of Troy, Mich., Mrs.
Paul A. Beckwith of Cleveland,
Ohio, and Airman First Class
Jerry Caldwell, Castle Air Force
Base, Mercedes, California.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m, at the cha-
pel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Dwain
Franklin officiating.
Pallbearers will be Billy Ho-
ward, Charles K. Miller, Bobby
Jetton, Jackie Cochran, Leon
amben. aia. Usk -trial
Interment will be-in the Mur-
ray Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
House Starts
Debates On
Tax Reforms
By MICHAEL L. POSNER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Rouse entered two days of de-
bate today on a massive tax
reform bill that would knot
loopholes and cut nearly $9
billion in taxes for all classes
of taxpayers.
Under parliamentary rules
granted late Tuesday, the re-
form package was to be debat-
ed through Thursday, when
House passage was expected.
Democratic liberals said they
would try to defeat a rule barr-
ing any amendments. They
want to open up the package
for a vote on striking another
six-months extension of the in-
come tax surcharge proposed
for 1970.
The six-months surtax exten-
sion at 5 per cent through the
end of this year was tacked on-
to the reform bill last week,
after the Senate refused to ap-
prove a House bill providing
lee a full year's extension. The
,Souse Monday, howeyer, sent
to President Nixon the Senate-
passed compromise, continuing
the surtax through Dec. 31.
The Ways and Means Corn
mittee, handlers of the surtax
and reform package, Tuesday
corrected what was described
as a $2.4 billion "misunder-
standing." In approving t h e
reform bill last week, the com-
mittee left out some 7 million
middle income taxpayers from
tax cuts amounting to at least
5 per cent for all classes of tax-
payers.
In a reversal Tuesday, the tax-
!NW c#0114661krist
earn between $7,333 and $13,-
647. and who deduct their ex-
penses on tax form. The tax cut
will deprive the Treasury of an
additional $1.2 billion in 1971,
first year of the two-stage tax
cut, and $2.4 billion the second
year.
Together with the $2.4 bill-
ion revenue loss, other tax cuts
mainly for lower income peo-
ple will cost the Treasury near-
ly $9 billion by 1979 — far more
than the $7 billion in new re-
venue from tightening, or clos-
ing loopholes.
Ways and Means Chairman
Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., said
middle income people were left
out through a "misunderstand-
ing" between his staff and
Treasury officials.
The reform bill contains 27
major revisions in the tax laws,
including taxation of founda-
tions for the first time, higher
taxes for the oil and mineral
industry which get special tax
cutting allowances and a min-
imum tax so everyone would
pay some federal tax.
10* Per Copy
Jose Sosa Speaker
At Board Meeting
Of Woman's Club
Jose Sosa, retiring president
of the Murray State University
Community Service Organ iza-
Mon, spoke to the Murray Wom-
an's Club board meeting held
Monday, August 4, at noon at
the club house.
Sosa spoke concerning the
recreational needs of Murray
and the surounding area. He
and sixteen other volunteer
pmern.bers of the community
service organization participat-
ed in one summer park recrea-
tional program. As a result of
careful study, two vital goals
have been selected which are
a community center and a com-
munity swimming pool. An out-
line for achieving these goals
was presented in detail to the
board.
Mrs. Dan Keller, president
of the Murray Woman's Club,
offered the services and full
support of the organization to
help secure these facilities for
the community.
Mrs. Don Tucker, chairman
of the Charity Ball, announced
that $1,069.66 had been donat-
ed to the Mental Health Cent-
er,
Hubb Hill of Hazel Route
One passed away this morning
at four o'clock at the Murray-
Caloway County Hospital. He
was 63 years of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs. Lu-
cille Charlton Hill, on October
31, 1968. He had made his
-wish Ma brother 4,n,Low
an Si.er.tn-few, r. and Mrs.
Hildred Paschall of Hazel Route
One since the death of his wife.
Survivors are his father-in-
law, Henry Charlton of Hazel
Route One; two brothers-in-
law and sisters-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Paschall and Mr. and Mrs.
Hester Charlton, all of Hazel
Route One; three brothers, L.
J. Hill of Hazel, Ben Hill of
Murray Route One, and Bill
Hill of Murray.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete, but friends may call
at the Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Weitrliiterniflonal
The atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima by the 829 Superior-
tress Enola Gay on Aug. 8,
1945, destroyed 68,000 of 75,000
buildings in the city and the
heat, shock waves, fire, storm
and radiation killed 70,000 to
80,000 people.
Scientists Get Their Chance
To Talk With Apollo 11 Crew
By RICHARD W. HATCH
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) — Scientists, miffed over
what they consider their second-
class role in the space pro-
gram, got their first opportun-
ity today to talk with the Apol-
lo 11 astronauts.
The scientists studying the
moon were the last on the list
in the formal debriefing sche-
dule for the three astronauts,
who arrived here July 27, and
Howard Crittenden
. . . Principal
were granted only this after-
noon for questioning Neil A.
Armstrong, Edwin E. Aldrin
and Michael Collins.
The chief scientist at t h e
Manned Spacecraft Center, Dr.
Wilmot N. Hess, resigned last
week, purportedly because the
space program stressed engi-
neering over science.
Serves As Chairman
Dr. Hess was to serve • as
chairman of the scientific de-
(Continued on Pegs 16)
Lubi• McDaniel
. . Asst. Principal
The Calloway County Board
of Education has named its
teaching and administrative
staff for the coming school year
1969-70. The professional staff
Bill Miller
... Superintendent
includes 11 teachers with a
Master's Degree plus 30 semes-
ter hours above 'the Master's
Degree,' 27 teachers have the
Master's Degree and an addit-
ional 71 teachers hold the Bach-
elor's degree. Supt. Bill Miller
mentioned several personnel
changes that had been made in
the teaching, administrative and
coaching positions.
Lubie McDaniel has been
named Assistant Principal of
Calloway County High School.
McDaniel has been in the teach-
ing profession for twenty-four
years having served as a teach
irtintilVightses;
was graduated from Murray
High School, receitied B. S.
degree from Murray Ste Uni-
versity in 1934, and his M. A.
from Murray in 1966.
He taught Math and coached
at the Topeka High School in
Jayess, Miss„ and he was prin-
cipal and coach at Beauregard
Jr. High, and taught Physics
at Copiah Lincoln Jr. College
also in Mississippi. Mr. McDan-
iel came to Calloway County to
teach at the Lynn Grove High
School in 1956. Following his
tenure at Lynn Grove he moved
to Calloway County High as
Math and Physics teacher in
the fall of 1960.
W. T. Patterson of the New
Concord community, has been
named as the assistant basket-
ball and head baseball coach at
Calloway High for the 1969-70
school year. Patterson is a na-
tive of Calloway County, the
son of Mrs. Louise Patterson
and the late Taft Patterson of
New Concord. Mr. Patterson
has been teaching a total of
four years all of which have
been spent at the Faxon Ele-
mentary School,
Curd, Coordinator Of Title I
Edward Curd has been assign-
ed the job of TiUe I Coordina-
tor in addition to his duties as
General Supervisor. Curd re-
ceived his A. B. degree from
Murray State College in 1935,
his M. A. from the University
of Kentucky in 1937 and com-
pleted the 30 semester hours
above the Master's at George.
Peabody College in 1958. Mr.
Curd began teaching in 1936
at Pembroke, Ky. He served as
High School Principal and coach
at New Concord for a number
of years. Since the consolidat-
ion of the high schools in Cal-
loway County in 1960, he has
tawarci curd
. . . Coordinator
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. 1LXXXX No. 45
held the position of General
Supervisor.
"The Board of Education is
fortunate in having men as well
qualified as Mr. McDaniel, Mr.
Patterson and Mr. Curd", said
Supt. William Miller, "and we
are confident they will do an
outstanding job in each of these
appointments. The -Board has
expressed its desire to "pro-
mote within the ranks" if qua-
lified personnel is available and
these appointments are in keep-
ing with this philosophy, with
which I whole-heartedly agree,"
added Miller.
Other appointments for the
first time are as follows: Mrs.
Pamela McG-oughey, county-
wide elementary music; David
Berry, Band; David Lanier,
Chemistry, Calloway County
(Continued on Page 16)
39 Year Old
Woman Dies
On Tuesday
Mrs. Doris Gibbs Morris of
Murray Route Two, age 39, died
Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal. Her death was due to leu-
kemia, according to family
members.
The young woman had enter-
ed the hospital on Saturday,
August 2. She was employed at
Mrs. Mo s was
ary 8, 1930, in Calloway Coun-
ty. Her parents are Virgil N.
Gibbs and Rachel Barber Gibbs
of Murray Route One, near
Penny. She was a member of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church.
Survivors are her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs, one daugh-
ter, Miss Lisa Jean Morris of
Murray Route Two; one son,
Michael Wade Morris, and his
wife, Joan Broach Morris of
Murray Route Two; one grand-
son, Michael Shayne Morris of
Murray Route Two.
Also surviving are her mat-
ernal grandparents, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Herman Barber of Mur-
ray Route Six; one sister, Mrs.
Ulis (Jean) Woods, 1625 Mil-
ler Avenue; two brothers, Glen
(Bud) Gibbs and Jesse Dwain
Gibbs, both of Murray Route
One.
Mrs. Morris is also survived
by her children's father, Ralph
Morris, and their great grand-
mother, Mrs. W. B. Lipford,
both of Murray Route Two, and
Mr. Morris' mother, Mrs. Me-
nne Morris of Akron, Ohio.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funs "
Friends may call at the fun-
eral home.
The 1949 and 1950 graduat-
ing classes of Kirksey High
Schoel will bald their 20th and
19th class rennions- respective
ly on Saturday, August 9.
A dinner will be served at
seven p.m. at the Holiday Inn in
Murray for the members and
their wives or husbands.
Following the dinner all for-
mer teachers and friends of the
class are invited to come by for
the social hour to meet and vis-
it with their former students
and classmates
Members of the 1949 class
are James V Edwards, Jean
Workman Edwards, Evelyn
Kirklend Coin-SKI Joe"
Luau, siuti.stee.A. 444.a
ray. Allene Fucker Ray, wain
Adams Bessie Collie Marshall,
(Continued on Page 16)
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAJ,
NEW YORK - A city official reacting to a proposal by planning
consultant Walter Tahbit to convert a cemetery into a park with
ample woods "to camouflage lovers:"
"Does Mr. Thabit have plans to exhume the remains of 500,000
people and transport them to other cemeteries, or are the lovers
...expected to gambol on the graves?"
PARIS - Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge to the North Viet-
namese and V.ket Cong delegation at the peace talks on the willing-
ness of the Communists to enter into meaningful negotiations on the
war:
"If your side rejects these proposals out of hand or even re-
fuses to discuss them, the gravest doubt will be cast on your inter-
est in a negotiated settlement of the war."
WASHINGTON - George Wiley, president of the National Welfare
Rights Organization, on the refusal of the federal government to
involve the NWRO in welfare reform planning and administration:
"To me it raises serious questions about whether HEW plans
to have positive relations with grass roots organization."
WASHINGTON - Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield, react-
ing to the possibility that the ABM proposal which he opposes,
may win approval in the Senate today:
"We will win in the long run."
Bible Thought for Today
For all they did cast in of their abundance, but she of her want
did cast in all that she had, even all her living. - Mark 12:44.
The gift that counts to God is the gift that means something
and costs.
Bud Harrelson
Hoopster, Too
SEW YORK (UPI) -
Bud Harrelson, shortstop for the
New Yorti Aires, WAS adept
nough as a basketball player to
earn a court scholarship at San
Francisco State. Harrelson left
school to join the Mets organiza-
tion after his freshman year.
* * *
Beekeeping is one of the old
eat forms of animal husbandry.
Striumat Leaders
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Houston Astro pitchers led the
National 
LTaft1; 
in strikeouts
in 968witI3, but finished'
seventh in club pitching with a
composite earned run average of
3.56.
_ * * *
The Great Barrier Reef, along
the northwest coast of Queens-
land, is the largest coral reef in
the world.
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FIRE IN FIVE
TEARS CHARS
WYOMING AREA
•
WE HAVE GONE AS FAR
AS WE CAN IN OPENING
THE DOOR TO PEACE," IS
NIXON SAIGON STATEMENT
T
HOUSE ARMED SERVICES
SUBCOMMITTEE, AFTER
FOUR-MONTH STUDY,
PUTS MUCH OF BLAME
FOE PUEBLO SEIZURE
ON MILITARY BRASS
a 2 LOADED FOR VIET
EXPLODES ON GUAM
ALL EIGHT CREW LOST
TYPHOON VIOLA LAYS
TRAIL OF DEAD IN
NORTHERN LUZON
A.
y
-
NO FURTHER
CONCESSIONS
TILL PROGRESS
IS SEEN. IS
ALLIES' WORD
FROM PARIS
TREASURY "IN THE MACK
FIRST TIME SINCE 1960
WITH $3 BILLION SURPLUS
MOON GERM
HUNT IS ON
IN HOUSTON
PERU PRESIDENT JELASCO PROPOSES
NEW "NATIONALISTIC' CONS' TuTION
ENGLAND LAST
STOP FOR NIXON
AFTER ROMANIA
CAVE IN TRAPS
119 moats IN
CENTURY-OW
COAL rattel IN
POLANO, AU
BUT ONE SAVED
WTRMN
COLLISION
NORTH OF
PRAGUE
KIUS 24
POPE PAUL CONDUCTS
UGANDA CEREMONIES
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
This column of questions and
answers onfederal tax matters
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
public service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - My rehuid check only cov-
ered the amount I claimed on my
return and not the additional
amount due me from the 1040X
I filed. What should I do?
A - You will receive another
refilled check soon for the addit-
ional amount claimed. No further
action on your part is necessary.
Q - I do baby-sitting and house-
work for several women on a
regular basis. How can I tell
if Social Security is being paid
on my wages?
A - Employers are required
to provide employees with an
annual statement of wages paid
and Social Security taxes with-
held.
For household employees,Soc-
lel Security taxes have to be
paid by the employer when cash
wages of 1T.,50 or more are paid
to an employee during any cale-
,ndar quarter. No niconie tax is
lerithheid.
tillblisibillMBRIfill1111#316%101311113113MbfilliNiiii311111011111101111101011113n
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V
A Special Purchase
of
SCRIPTIP
FIBER TIP PENS
jAllows us to Slash the Price
to 29C
Red or Black
or $2.90 A Dozen
(Mu or Match)
Ledger & Times
Office ply
I+
A full statement of your Social
Security coverage may be obtain-
ed by writing to the Social Secu-
rity Administration, Baltimore,
Maryland, 21235. Give your name,
address and Social Security num-
ber.
Q - My former husband helps
support our three children but
what he gives me doesn't come
close to covering the cost of
raising them. Who gets to claim
them for tax purposes?
A - The general rule as to the
children of divorced or separated
parents is that the parent who
has custody of them for the gre-
ater part of the year is entitled
to claim the dependency deduc-
tion. But there are exceptions
to this rule depending on what
the decree states and amount Of
support furnished by your former
husband.
For details on claiming a de-
pendency exemption for a child
of divorced or separated paren-
ts, send a post card to your IRS
district office. Ask for a copy
of Publication 501, Your Exem-
ptions and Exemptions for Depen-
dents.
Q My church is paying my
expenses to a denominational
convention this summer. Will
this money be taxable for me?
A - If you are attending as an
official delegate of your church,
the expenses being paid for you
will usually not be taxable for
you. However, any expenses bei-
ng paid for a member of your
family accoinpanying you who is
not a delegate would be taxable.
Any personal expenses paid for
you would have to be declared
as taxable income. Also, any
reimbursement that exceeds yo-
ur actual expense is subject to
tax.
He Gets
The Points
LAFAYETTE, Inc. (UPI) -
Rick Mount, Purdue's high scor-
ing basketball star scored 909
points in two • seasons of Big
Ten court play. In 1968 he
made 194 field goals, an all-
time conference mark.
•
Agee Was
Football Star
NEW YORK (UPI)
New York Mets center fielder
Tommy Agee was signed off
the Grambling College campus
11(4re IF had woo a football.
eiwAbe: deritianti In-
. frs
in 1965,--he came to the Meta
in 1968.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK UPI - The stock
market decline has not yet run
IIS full course and current stock
prices are not yet "cheap" in
terms of the price-earnings rat-
io, according to Thompson
McKinnon. -
Lowered corporate earnings
can be expected to result from
current fiscal and monetary re-
straints, and the Nixon adminis-
tration has convinced WallStreet
It means business in the fight
against Inflation, the firm said.
There is a noticeable lack of
'Coordinated anti-inflation policy
jn the present administration,
according,do Lionel D. Edie
Co., Inc. The administration has
shown no reaction to the steel
price boosts or inflationary wage
settlements, which will be felt
by the consumer later as new
Increases to his cost of living;
no action has been taken on the
proposed elimination of the seven
per cent investment tax credit
and the administration's brink-
manship evidences its loss of
control over Congress, the firm
said.
Fear of economic overfill /s4
likely to inhibit the Federal Re-
serve from further increasing
the discount rate and there are
signs the commercial bank- prime
rate could come lower in the
fall, the Alexander Hamilton In-
stitute said. The institute said
pressure on bank loan iemand 
shows signs of easing and the
U. S. Treasury is becoming less
dependent upon capital markets.
The stock market decline does
not foreshadow a major business
recession, but a pause or even
a minor recession is possible,
said International Statistical Bu-
reau, Inc.
The stock market decline is
as much a consequence of ex-
cessive speculation in the past
several years as the anticaia,
tinical-business slowdown, the
firm said.
Whoops!
TOKYO (UPI) Women
running in the 200-meter dash
in the annual Kyushu summer
track and field meet were es-
tablishing new records in each
preliminary heat. Judges called
a halt and remeasureci the dis-
tance. It was 190 meters.
Land
Transfers
Opal Parker to Herbert Jackie
Newberry and Janice Newberry;
0.918 acres on Ezell Road.
Opal Parker to Paul Myhill
and Linda Myhill; correction of
title to property in Calloway
County.
Paul Myhill and Linda Myhill
to Opal Parker; correction of
title to property in Calloway
County.
-LIOyd C1iery 11 and Kate
R. Emery to Harold Chrysler
and Mary Chryslei; 133 acres
in Calloway County.
James .11, Matthat and Dora
F. Matthai to Billy J. Puckett
and Sylvia J. Puckett; lot in
Crestmere Subdivision.
Gary Young and Dawn S. You-
ng to Kenneth T. Turner and
Jo Ann Turner; lot in Plainview
Acres Subdivision.
Webb N. Caldwell and Judith
K. Caldwell to Mary Belle Over-
bey, M. Ronald Christopher, and
Lochie 0. Christopher; lot in
Dawn Heights Subdivision.
Fulton Young Realty Company
to Virgil L. McDaniel and Maudie
McDaniel of Detroit, Mich.; lot
on Candlelight Drive.
Hiram Tucker andNorene Tuc-
ker to Jeanne Tucker West, Dona-
ld R. Tucker, and Loretta Tucker
Davis- property on Chestnut Str-
eet and on Kentucky 121 Bypass,
Edwin F. Bender and W
Bender to Lewis Haman and Geo-
rgia M. Haman; lot in Kentucky
Lake Development Corp.
Nprene Tucker to Thanos Kar-
vounis and Helen Karvounis; lo
in Meadow Wood Subdivision.
Mrs. Lillian Davis to Alfred
Overbev and Elsie Overbey; pr-
FLY'S EYE? -No. it's a spher-
ical plug for control of na-
tural gas through a 30-inch
pipeline, being checked with
a giant micrometer at the
Rockwell plant in Kearney.
Neb. The plug is milled to
.0025-inch tolerance.
operty in Calloway County.
Rodney Richardson and Char-
leen Richardson to Jerald A. Ga-
rrett and Margaret A. Garrett;
lot in Howard's Subdivision.
Joe Bruce Wilson and Sue
Lamb Wilson to Clyde D. Jones
and Janette Jones; 101/2 acres in
Calloway County.
Max M. Sykes and Joanna Sykes
to Dr. James B. Carlin and Hell-
on Carlin; lot on Doran Road.
Orlean Parker and Groover
Parker to JoePatFarleyandWil-
'ma Farley; five acres on Murray'
and Paris Road.
James Alfred Overbey to Aud-
rey W. Simmons, Sr., and A. W.
Simmons, Jr.; 148 acres in Cello-
way County.
Eugene H. Geurin and Munice
Geurin to Essie Bailey; correct-
ion of title to property on Kentuc-
ky Highway 121.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob-
erts to Myles W. Todd and Linda
P. Todd; lot in KingswoodSubdiv-
ision.
Essie,Geurin to Eugene H. Geu-
rin and Munice Geurin; correct-
tion of title to property on Ken-
tucky Highway 121.
Charles Gordon Warner, Jr.,
to Dolores Critasey Warner, lot
in Circarama Subdivision.
Dolores Warner to Dr. Charles
G. Warner, Jr.; property on High-
way 1550.
John F. Dearden of Detroit,
Mich., to Sun Oil Company; lot
at 4th and Pine Streets.
George L. Stockton and Linda
Kaye Sharp Stockton to Joseph
Rearoat and Carla H. Rex-
rOat; lot in Plainview Acres Sub-
division.
Almanac
by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Aug 6.
the 218th day of 1969 with 147
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mer-
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1890, convicted murderer
William Kemmler became the
first person in the United States
to be. electrocuted. He went to
lig __electric_ _chair. ._at_ _Auburn.
N.Y.
In 1928, Gertrude Ederle of
New York became the first
American to swim the English
Channel. Her time: 14 hours,
31 minutes.
In 1945, President Truman
announced that an atomic bomb
had been dropped on Hiroshi-
ma. Japan.
In 1968, President Eisenhow
er suffered his 8th heart attack.
A thought for the day -
Adlai Stevenson said, "A wi.te
man does not try to hurry his-J,
tory."
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Musical 'Speaks Up'
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Stan
Musial is one of the leaders in
the "Speak Up for America"
essay contest for high school
students in a 10-county area in
Missouri.
Musial. former St. Louis Car-
dinal great and a Hall of Famer,
said he became involved in the
essay contest because it "pro-
vides an opportunity not only
to tell what's fight with America,
but also to offer constructive
suggestions on ways that the
democratic processes of our sys-
tem of government can be im-
proved.'
* * *
The office of Attorney Gen-
eral, of the United States was
created in 1789.
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DRAFT CARD BURNER CRITIC GETS A FLUNK Mrs. Eleanor Sobel s lefts got herself sus-
pended from teaching in Somerville, Mass., for (hulking Sheila XcNlibb, 12. Skown hold-ing her composition and -a photo-of-her brother:- who wax-WiveI V1RInSStiegthe'wtoft.- -*"
• 
-  itNot. !mien me etch wheitiI -relittin the* -jt,riiitentniTte11415211-,liti4:-._drIft.,.,„„ •etretts7.:Ittorrr*Ittrtlirtiltir"ig gAr"Irlri§o el skeote on the Conmx?sition. -Was the warworth your brother's' life Maybe he ;should' have burned his draft card." That gotSomerville" school othcials pretty mad, and the mayor even madder.
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Giants Move Abead
Of Reds Half Game
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Now it's the Giant's turn to
be king for a day.
The Giants ended Cincinnati's
two-day stay in the top spot in
the Western Division by sweep-
La lag a doubleheader from Phila-
delphia, 6-2 and 5-3, Tuesday
night. The sweep put the Giants
one-half game ahead of the Reds,
who beat the New York Mets,
8-5, in the first game of a doub-
leheader but lost the second
game, 10-1.
The Atlanta Braves, who were
in first place last Saturday, swe-
pt a doubleheader from the Mon-
treal Expos, 1-0 and 4-3, to re-
main within a half-game of the
Giants.
The Giants' Dave Marshall
drove in four runs, and Ron
Hunt and Bobby Bonds hit con-
secutive homers in the fifth inn-
ing of the opener. In the second
game, Bob Bolin scored the run
that snapped a 2-2 tie.
Leads 71/2 Games
In other games, Chicago beat
Houston 5-2, to stretch its Eas-
tern Division lead to 71ii games
over New York while St. Louis
edged San Diego, 2-1, to move
within two games of the Mets.
Pittsburgh beat Los Angeles, 11-
3.
Pete Rose, Bobby Tolan and
Tony Perez hit homers in the
first game as the Reds routed
Tom Seaver and whipped the
Mets in the first game. But the
Mets rebounded in the second
game to knock the Reds out of
first place with an eight-run third
Inning.
Orlando Cepeda's three-rm
homer in the seventh iming carr-
ied Atlanta to the second- game
victory and a swetc of the Ex-
pos. In the first game, Gary
Sutherland's wild throw on an
attempted double play gave the
Braves the only run of the con-
test in the ninth inning.
Chica  o In Command
Chicago remained in command
In the Eastern Division when
winning pitcher Bill Hands sin-
gled in a second inning run to
cap a two - run rally as the
Cubs beat the Astros. Hands,
13-8, went 6 2-3 innings and
Phil Regan finished up.
Bob Gibson, 14-9, scattered
nine hits as the Cards beat San
Diego, handing the Padres their
ninth straight defeat. Pinch-
hitter Phil Gagliano singled home
Julian Javier with the tie-break-
ing run in the ninth inning.
Willie Stargell snapped a 3-3
tie with a 480-foot homer in the
seventh and Pittsburgh added
seven runs in the ninth to rout
Los Angeles. Stargell's homer
was believed to be the longest
ever hit in Dodger Stadium.
or%
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Wildcats Will Have To Fight
For Life According To Rupp
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - Bas-
ketball coach Adolph Rupp of
the University of Keetacky Tees-
day said be is pot pessimistic,
but "we are going to have to
fight for our life to win the
conference before we even think
about the national champion-
ship.,
Rupp's gloomy statement foll-
owed the announcement that all-
southeastern conference guard
Mike Casey will have to be red-
shirted this season. Casey, who
suffered a broken leg last week
in an automobile accident, will
spend six to eight months in a
cast, according to his doctor.
Dr. Charles Hargadon, who is
treating Casey in Louisville whe-
re he is hospitalized, said Cas-
ey's left leg was broken in sev-
eral places and that "he will
be in the cast about six or
eight months."
Casey, a 6-foot-4 All-Ameri-
can candidate, averaged19.1poin-
ts per game last season. He has
one year of playing eligibility
left under NCAA rules.
The blew to Rupp's chalices
for a fifth NCAA championship
tying him with Johnny Wooden
of UCLA must be rated as just
about fatal.
"The national championship Is
a slippery thing," Rupp said.
"Just when you have your hands
on it, it slips. This is the first
slip."
The Wildcats now have return-
ing three regulars - Dan Isse1,1
a senior 6-8 center, and for-
wards Mike Pratt, a senior, and
junior Larry Steele. Issel was a
third - team All-American last
season, while Pratt was second-
team All-SEC.
The injury to Casey, the team
leader, would appear to preempt
any national hope for the Wild-
cats since his absence will mean
both guard spots must be manned
by unseasoned players.
And the injury is especially
excruciating to Rupp who had
hoped this season's team would
give him his long-coveted fifth
..NCAA title. He must retire at
the end of the1970-1971 campaign,
Sports Parade
All-State Cage Stars Have
Different Views On College
By GLEN CARPENTER
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - From
the heights of schoolboy stardom
to the depths of providing fodder
for varsity scrimmages-that is
what awaits Kentucky's basket-
ball all-staters this Fall when
they begin college.
What are their comprehensio-
ns over entering college? How do
they feel about having to prove
anselves again? Where aregoing? Those were a few
of the questions asked the first-
string members of United Press
International's 1969 high school
all-state basketball team.
Answering were Ron King of
Louisville Central, Tom Payne
of Louisville Shawnee, Joe Vos-
kuhl of Covington Catholic, Larry
Gay of Clark County and Daryl
Bishop of Louisville Seneca. All
are here this week preparing for
their roles in the 18th annual
East-West All-Star Games.
King certainly didn't look the
role of Kentucky's "Mr. Basket-
ball" as he talked in Memorial
Coliseum dressed in farmer -
like bib overalls and a black
tee-shirt.
"I wanted to go down there
to get away from home," King
sad- oria sieffiig with Florida
State. He'll play both basketball
and baseball. This spring he hit
.505 for Central and had a 3-1
pitching record.
Asked about becoming a fresh-
man again, King said, "I don't
feel too bad about it. If I play
like I have been playing, I'll do
pretty good."
Joining King on the West squad
will be Payne.
Not since Bill Payne scrapped
the nets here has the University
of Kentucky had a seven-foot play-
er.
Payne, at 7-foot-1, is the first
Negro to sign a basketball grant-
in-aid at UK, but he isn't overly
concerned.
"I am not too apprehensive,"
he said, "People around here
are ready to accept the fact that
there is a Negro boy on the
team."
Tulsa, Oklahoma is quite a dis-
tance from Covington where Vos-
kuhl stared. He said he wanted
to play at Tulsa University be-
cause the Missouri Valley Con-
ference is a "good league.
His only apprehensions were
if "I'll be able to compete and
make the grades." His only re-
gret was in the feminine de-
partment where "I'm leaving a
sweet-one behind."
Gay believes Western Kentuc-
ky University will be a challenge.
"Nothing is going to be given to
you," he said. "I believe it is goi-
ng to be a challenge."
A slender 6-6, Gay weighs
only 180 pounds and said his
coach Johnny Oldiam wants him
to gain weight. "It is not the
food, I eat a lot. I guess I just
burn it up," he said.
A good weight-lifting program
is in the offing at Western to
cure his slenderness, Gay said.
While Voskiail and Gay
be performing for the East stars,
Bishop will exhibit his talents
on Stoll Field Saturday night for
the West football all-stars.
Bishop, who also was a Class
AAA all-state football selection,
will join Payne at Kentucky, but
his first call will be made to
football coach John Ray. Adolph
Rupp's basketball drills will be-
gin after football season.
"I thitik.it will be pretty rough
at first, but I think I can work
myself into it," Bishop said.
Although the all-staters all
appeared to have some uncer-
tainty over their college futures,
the confidence attained from high
school days has yet to wear off.
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. UPI -
Sam Snead is a loner.
He has any number of ac-
quaintances, but few real friends.
Fred Corcoran, his business
manager for the past 32 years,
is one of Snead's few real frien-
ds. Maybe even his best one.
Many people, particularly tho-
se 40 Sad over, wanted the 57-
year-old Snead to win that Cana-
dian Open playoff with Tommy
Aaron, but nobody wasted it any
more than Corcorax did. Money
bad absolutely nothing to do with
Generally Snead aid Corcoran
always are is touch. Somehow,
though, they hadn't sees each
other in more dial three months
when &teed, sport* that ever
present strew hat he wears even
when getting a hair-cut, checked
in here Wednesday for the pro-
em proceding the Westchester
Golf Classic.
Corcoran waited his time until
he could speak with Soeadprivat-
ely and thes he put thin question
to him:
"You're not gonna quit, are
you, Sam?"
"Hell no," Snead snapped right
back. "What for? There's a lode
mosey to be made out there. I'll
play as long as I eon walk. I
may be tough to beat in that
PGA," 
lie was talk* about the PGA
championship, a title he has woe
three times before, and a tourna-
ment coming up in Dayton, Ohio,
two weeks from now.
Snead walked over to his lock-
er to get out his gear and in no
time at all a nwnber of the other
Waring pros gathered aiound
him. Most had left Montreal after
the regulation 72 holes andhadn't
seen Moaday's 18-bole playoff
between Aaron and Snead. Now
they Wanted to hear "hat happen-
ed from Snead himself.
"I'll tell ya, these toernamenth
sometimes are won is advance,"
he said. "You lead the thing for
three rounds and them this guy
comes ap and tits me. I figure
I'm zonal shoot a 70 the last
WET, BUT HAPPY - is Vince Lombardi as he watches his team, the Washington Redskins,
defeat the Chicago Bears 13-7 in Washingtcm Saturday night. It wan his debut as coach of the
Ftedekins,
-I'M Photo
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Brooks Robinson Is Mainstay
Of League Leading Baltimore
Major League's Top 10
By United Press
National League
G. AS R. H. Pct.
Mote, LA 79 258 77 91 .363
Clmnte, Pit 89 328 57 114 .348
Alou, Pit 106 461 72 160 .347
Jones, NY 99 346 69 120 .147
Jhnsn, Cln 84 330 62 114 .345
Stargil, Pit 93 330 54 113 .342
Perez, Cm n 101 407 MO 136 .334
Rose, Cm n 95 381 79 135 .331
Bench, Cin 873l2 53 103 .330
Snguiln, Pit 80 273 31 88 .332
Horne
National League: McCovey,
SF 33; May, Cin 30; H. Aaron,
Atl 28, Perez, Cin 27. Wynn,
Hou 25.
International
American League
G. AS R. H. Pct.
Carew, Min 92 344 69 126 .366
Smith, Bos 93 353 62 122 .336
Oliva, Mln 99 404 621341 .132
F. Rbsn, Gal 103 371 83 122 .326
Reese, Min 57 261 33 83 .318
White, NY 82 268 40 83.310
Blair. Gal 105 444 83 137 .309
Howrd, Was 110 407 76 124 .305
Pow'', Bal 105 374 59 114 .305
Ptrclli, Bos 104 354 63 108 .305
Runs
AMIN. iCan League: Jackson,
Oak 41; Howard, Wash 35.
Killebrew, Minn 31; Powell,
Salt and Yastrzemski, Bos 29.
Runs Batted In
National League: Santo, Chi 92;
McCovey, SF 86; Banks, Chi
83; May and Perez, Cm n 82.
American League: Killebrew,
Minn 101 Powell, Balt %;
Jackson, Oak 86; VaStrZemSki,
Bos 82; Howard, Wash 79.
Pitching
(Based On Most Victories)
National League: Seaver, NY
154; Niekro, All and Jenkins.
Chi 15-9; Perry, SF 14-7,
Osteen, LA 14-9.
American League' McLain,
De 16-6, McNally, Bait 15-1;
Culp, Bos 154; Stottlemyre, NY
15-8; Lolich, Oet and Odom,
Oak 14-4.
150,000 PUTT - Playing in ....
the $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 Westchester
C 1 a s:si c at Harrison, N.Y..
world'.:.• richest golf totirna-
ment, Frank Beard" 'sinks a
birdiu putt on the 5ã8-yard
par 5 final hole to win the
event. Prize put his year's
earnings kir$155,187.79.
day and maybe I'll be all right,
but he breaks the course record.
I wind up shooting 275, which is
as well as I can do, but4Oasn't
good enough.
"Hell, this guy Aaron was un-
canny with his putter. After he
holed out a 45-footer, he said to
me 'This is unbelievable, Sam,'
and I said, 'You're telling me.'
He told me he was more surpris-
ed than anyone. Then he goes and
knocks in a 70-footer, too. How
ya ever gonna beat that? I know
I can't."
Snead looked over the clubs
In his bag, paying particular
attention to his nine iron.
,944.11*. alro,•• Ma arid ateeed,4,
"the shaft is bent. That's what
caused me to hook the ball. 1
gotta fix that."
Sam Snead probably is the
first man ever to have made a
million in golf and saved two.
In his time, he has won a
total of 119 tournaments around
the world, including the British
Open. He also has won the Mas-
.ters and PGA three times apiece,
but never has been able to win the
U. S. Open.
His first tournament victory
of any consequence was achieved
In Oaldand in 1937. He was a
still wet - behind - the -ears 25-
year-old fresh from the hills
of Virginia when he won that
tournament and they shepherded
Im to a -fres--s -enclosure Nike-
re they could make his picture.
Snead had never seen a flash
bulb before, much less submitt-
ed to one, and when the bulb
popped he thought he had been
shot and actually jumped five
feet.
When he went to the first
tee with three amateurs here
Wednesday to play in the pro-
am, Snead drew a big hand from
the gallery, obviously for what
he did in the Canadian Open.
When he finished the pro-am,
he drew an even larger crowd,
obviously for his spectacular
five-under-par 67, the news of
which spread around the course
like a prairie fire.
"I was hittin' the ball a little
bit," Snead said of his hot round,
employing some familiar under-
statement.
Fred Corcoran stood to the
back of the group which had con-
gregated around Snead.
"Same .old Sam," he said of
the man he first met 32,years
ago. "He hasn't changed a bit
or a buck."
OUT OF ACTION
CHICAGO UPI - Second base-
man Bobby Knopp of the° Chi-
cago White Sox begins a three
to four week convalescing per-
iod today, following an opera-
tion on the rim of his right eye,
- The plastic surgery operation,
whiciL .0 rierlorraetlffne1
ired a fractore-oLithe r
the injury almost two weeks ago
and will be out of action from
three to four weeks. ,
Cougar Driver Lund
Wins Montgomery
MONTGOMERY, Ala. UPI -
Cougar driver Tiny Lund raced
past Ken Rush in the-final lap
of the Montgomery 200 grand
touring race Tuesday night to
win $1,050 first place money.
Lund, of Cross, S. C., had
made up a lap and one-half de-
ftcit with 50 laps remaining in
the $6,075 race, before making
his last minute dash to victor-St.
Rush, of High Point, N. C., drove
a 1968 Camaro.
National League
East
W L Pet. GB
Clcago 69 Al .627 -
New York 59 46 .562 71/2
St _ouis 58 50 .537 10
Pnsburgh 54 52 .509 13
adelphia 43 64 .402 24'.'s
Mortreal 35 75 .318 34
West
5 Francisco 61 411 .560 -
Cincinnati 57 45 .559
Atlanta 62 50 .554 vt
Ler Angeles 57 49 .536 2ifo
.• Yesterday's Results
Cntlago 5, Houston 2
Cinclinaii 3. New York 5 1st
New York to, Cincinnati 1 3d
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles
St Louis at San Diego
Atlanta 1, Montreal 0 1st
Atlanta 4, Montreal 3 2d
.5 Francisco 6, Philadlohle 2 1st
S Francisco 5, Philadlphia 3 2d
Today's Games
Atlanta (P. Niekro 15 91 at Montreal
(Renko 13), night
San Francisco (Marichal 13-7) at Phila-
delphia Slackson 11-11), night
New York (McAndrew 3-41 at Cincin•
nati IMerriti 1'.5), night
Chicago. lCoteorn 1-0) at Houston (Bill-
Ingham 8-41, night
St. Loris (Carlton 13-51 at San Diego
(Kirby 3-14), night
Pittsburgh (Bunning 9-81 at Los An-
geles (Sutton 12-11), night
Anierican League
East
W 1. Pct. GS
Baltimore 74 34 .685 -
Detroit 58 47 .562 14'.6
.Boston 58 50 .537 16
Washington 56 56 .500 20
New York 53 56 .486, 2114
Cleveland -414_1Th_
- west
Minnesota 67 41 .620 -
Oakland 62 43 .590 3%
Seattle 44 62 .415 2'2
Kansas City 4.4 63 .411 221h
Chicago 43 65 .398 24
California It 64 .390 74,4
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 11, Washington a
New York 3, California 2
Baltimore 7, Kansas City S
(10 innings
()Oland 8, Cleveland 3 1st
Cleveland 10, Oak land a 24
Minnesota, at Detroit
Seattle 9, Boston 2
Teday's Games
Washington (Bosman 7-5) vs Chicao^
(Edmondson 1-31 at Milwaukee, night
Minnesota (Perry_124) at Detroit (Lol-
ich 14-11, night
Oakland (Hunter 9-91 at Cleveano
(Tient 8-121, night
Seattle (Segui 8-4) at Berton (Lonborg
74), night
Kansas CRY (Rooker 2-81 at Baltimore
(Cuellar 13-91, night
California imorphy 6-101 a, New York
(Peterson 10-12).
Thaddeus Kwalick Sr. just wan-
ts his son to haye the things his
old -man never had as a kid.
Convinced that contract nego-
tiations between Ted Jr. and the
San Francisco Forty Niners had
come to a standstill, Pop tele-
phoned San Francisco General
Manager Jack White, aid today
the three men-along with Kwa-
lick's agent-will get together at
the Forty Niner training camp
in Santa Barbara, Calif.
St. Louis Coach Charley Winn-
er's problems also are relative,
as his Cardinals continue prepar-
ations for their exhibition opener
ork ettil iMWOW#44"119V
Winner will be coaching again-
st his father-in-law, Jets' boss
Weeb Ewbank, as New York, a
26-24 winner over the College
All-Stars last week, takes on the
NFL club which dominated the
All-Stars in an earlier scrimm-
age.
Winner may risk family unity,
but as John Stofa and Dennis
Byrd can testify, pro football
has little room for emotional
ties.
Stofa, the first player ever on
the Cincinnati Bengals roster
and the man who quarterbacked
their only three victories last
season, was placed on the team's
taxi squad Tuesday after being
waived List weekend to make
room Jar _rookie Greg Cbok and
second-year man Sam Wyche.
Byrd, the No. 1 draft choice
of the Boston Patriots a year
ago and a starter throughout
his rookie season, was waived
CASEY OUT
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - The
University of Kentucky basket-
ball team will be forced to do
without their standout guard,
Mike Casey, next season.
Casey suffered a broken leg
in an auto accident last week
and will wear a cast on his left
leg for six to eight months.
Casey averaged 19.1 points per
Jame last season,
SEATTLE COACH
SEATTLE UPI - Lenny Wil-
kens, a veteran of nine years
in the National Basketball Asso-
ciation, Tuesday was named coa-
ch of the Seattle Supersonics for
the 1969-70 season.
Wilkens, who will continue to
operate at guard for the Super-
sonics, succeeds Al Bianchi as
coach. Bianchi resigned July 11.
PGA TOURNEY
Frank Sessions of Darlington, PITTSBURGH UPI - The $200,-S. C., finish ef third; Russell  000 PGA National Four-Bali cha-
Nelson of Atlaata was fourth; m^"nshwip' will be held It the
and T C Hunt of Atlanta finished v
_ritth 0 thre.e. dr9ve 1968_ Cama.
-the ea-W-jrun-agein: 'Mrs&
night in a 400 - lap grand tour
ing event at the Huntsville, Ala
speedway.
Laurel Valley Golf Club in 1970,
:t was-anntnitced-Tuesday-, • 7- -
ek -Aialbay caou-clob
Itte- home ctuirse -of *rho
aliner and is located in Ligo-
nier, Pa. The tournament will
be held July 23-26 with 60 two-
man teams in"tontention. .
Coaching Families Meet In
St. Louis, Jets Football Game
'By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
by new Coach Clive Rush, and
Byrd, who could be recalled with-
in 48 hours, admitted "it was
a surprise."
Alvin Haymond, the leading
NFL punt returner in 1965 and
1966, also was surprised 'i'hen
the Philadelphia Eagles traded
him to the Los Angeles Rams
for two taxi squad members and
a 1970 third-round draft choice.
Haymond, a right cornerback,
last season returned 15 punts for
201 yards and 28 kickoffs for 677
yards, including a 98-yard touch-
down. The Eagles obtained Jim-
my Raye, former Michigan State
quarterback, and Billy Guy And-
erson, a quarterback from Tulsa.
In Cleveland, player agent Ar-
thur Morse found the Browns an
4itiagyWratigimaitivagligagf
Morse requested a$105,000 pack-
age, $80,000 of which would be
guaranteed income for his client,
former University of Michigan
halfback Ron Johnson.
Cleveland offered Johnson a
$60,000 package and Morse said
"The Browns won't budge,"
while another Browns' holdout,
Tulsa guard Al Jenkins, won't
sign because the club refuses
to give him a $10,000 bonus,
though the two parties already
have agreed on Jenkins' salary.
Off the field, the Browns appe-
ar invincible.
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
One of the reasons the Balti-
more Orioles lead the American
League's Eastern Division by 14
games is beeause Manager Earl
Weaver hasn't been able to keep
a promise he made to himself
last winter.
Weaver said during the off-
season that he would- rest his
star third baseman, Brooks Rob-
inson, periodically this season
because he felt Robinson could
no longer hit effectively unless
given a breather from time to
time.
Weaver was thinking of bench-
ing Brooks earlier this week
but decidesi against it after talk-
ing it over with him. He was
rewarded for his faith Tuesday
night when Robinson slammed
a two-run homer in the 10th inn-
ing to give the Orioles a 7-5
victory over the Kansas City
Royals.
In other AL action, New York
edged Californiat 3-2, Detroit
beat Minnesota, 4-3 in 13 innings,
Chicago whipped Washington, ll-
4, Seattle topped Boston, 9-2,
and Oakland beat Cleveland, 8-3,
before losing -the nightcap of
their doubleheader, 10-4.
Bobby Murcer's three-run ho-
mer with two out in the ninth,
provided the Yankees with their
margin of victory over the An-
gels. Murcer's homer made a
winning pitcher of Lindy McDan-
iel and tagged Clyde Wright with
a loss.
Don Wert's single off second
baseman Rod Carew's glove with
the bases loaded scored Al Kaline
with the winning run for Detroit
in the 13th inning. Gates Brown
homered for the Tigers while
Ted Uhlaender connected for Mi-
nnesota.
Chicago Routs Washington
Ron Hansen and Bill Melton
drove in nine runs between them
as the White Sox collected 15 hits
in routing Washington. Hansen
drove in five runs with three
'singles while Melton drove in
vrjin a 4ipileagiokteut511Lookq
Gene Brabender scattered eight
lits and hit a homer inpacing the
Pilots victory. Steve Hovley also
contributed to the Pilots' offense
with a run-scoring triple and a
two-run homer. Dick Schofield
homered for the Red Sox.
Dick Green drove in three
runs and Chuck Dobson posted
his 13th victory as the Athletics
beat Cleveland in the opener,
but the Indians came back to win
the nightcap on the six-hit pitch-
ing of Sam McDowell, and the bat
of Lou Klimchock, who collected
three hits and three RBIs.
HE RECTREWHAllt _
A. W. Hensley Shows He Re-Grew Hair. He Did
Not Have Male Pattern Baldness.
NEW IMPROVED WAY
TO HELP STOP HAIR LOSS
AND GROW MORE HAIR
Louisville, Ky., August 6 -
Now is the time to act on
this great opportunity. Every
hair-worried person (man or
woman) should take advanthe
of this FREE CONSULTATION.
Many users have reported not
only stopping their hair from
thinning . . but are really
growing more hair.
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated basis
from the beginning to the end.
Naturally we could not give
you such a guarantee if it didn't
work.
hair loss? Even if baldness
seems to "run in the family,"
this is certainly no proof of the
cause of your hair loss.
Many conditions can cause
hair loss. No matter which one
is causing your hair loss, if you
wait until you are slick Bald
and your hair roots are dead
you are beyond help. So, if you
still have hair on top of
your head, and would like to
stop hair loss and grow more
hair .. . now is the time to do
something about it before it's -
too late.
. FREE CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes of
CAN'T HELP
Male pattern baldness is the 
your time on Thursday, August
cause of a great majority of '7 and go to the Holiday 
Inn in
cases,of baldness anti excessive Murray, Ky., between 1 p.m.
al,L.104.s._.(9r which ncp_rnetkoct ...and 830, and ask- the De
- effeethrer -Ebb Wait'
iiiiissa;Aoaniet- two- threra=ortlart=7"...-,
te..-stlelr-biTir ether .
gradual- hair loss: There is' no charge or ()blip.;
But, if you are not alreaily tion., all consultations are
slick bald, how can you be sure private, you will not be em-
what is actually causing your barrassed- in4ny way
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1,419 Murray High Class Reunion — front row, left to
right, Harold Miller, Tom Lamb, Peggy Buchanan Warren,
Pet Elkins, Anna Ruth Billington Harris, David Blankenship,
Jimmy Klapp, Barbara Downs Jeffrey, Janice Weatherly Sub-
let, and Elizabeth Blankenship Turner; beck row, left to
right, Norris Rowland, Norms Levin' Langford, Nettle Lou
Culver Ernstberger, Joann Parker Edmonds, Hazel Rushing
* 
"Deak-Aut
His 'fat belly'
turns mate off!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When I married my husband he promised
he'd lose 10 pounds. He's only 5 ft. 8 in. and carries all his
extra. weight in his belly. I told him I couldn't think at
anything more repulsive than being married to a fat man,
and I meant it, too.
Well, we've been married for nine years, and instead of
his LOSING 10 pounds like he promised, he GAINED 35
more!
Abby, when he starts getting amorous, that fat belly at
his just knocks me cold.
He says if a wife really loves her husband, his belly won't
matter. I say if a man really loves his wife he'll try to keep
his sex appeal. I'd like your opinion. FAT MAN'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: What some women find "repulsive," other
women overlook. I'm sure there are a lot of fat men who
haven't suffered any kiss of love because their physiques
have gone to pot. (Women, too.]
DEAR ABBY: My brother is being married soon to a girlcan Sharon. Sharon's aunt gave her a bridal shower to
which my mother and I were not invited. The excuse she
gave us was that the place was "too far away and hard to
find." How about that?
My mother and I bought a shower gift anyway, and sent
it to the shower with my brother. When Sharon's sister saw
my brother bringing our shower gifts, she had a screaming
fit and refused to give them to Sharon at the shower saying
Sharon's mother and aunt would be embarrassed. Our gifts
were given to Sharon later that evening after she came home
from the shower.
Your thoughts on the matter would be appreciated by ray
mother and me. HURT AND UPSET
DEAR HURT: If you were excluded from the shower for
what you considered a phony reason, why, then did you send
efts? If your intentions were to humiliate the hostess, shame
en you. I don't know the circumstances, but the groom's
wither and and sister are usually invited to all showers
ibtOIN11114 the bride. Strange family your brother is marrying
Yet
DEAR ABBY: After many years of marriage I, too,
found my husband getting a little neglectful about his person.
This can cause an indifference to the romantic part of living
together. But I changed things by being the aggressor and
making a game of it. I'd slip him a little note which read,
"Brush your teeth, take a shower and meet me in the
bedroom in half an hour."
Or after dinner I'd run his bath, and lay out his good
pajamas and tell him, "Now you relax in a nice warm tub
while I chloroform the kids." And I always tell him how
Irresistible he is when he's wearing that new lotion or
cologne. Let me tell you, it works!
My silly game has made a difference in our marriage.
Now sometimes he even writes me a note.
TURNED ON AGAIN
DEAR ABBY: Please tell the man who wanted to
become a registered male nurse, but wasn't sure whether be
would be accepted in a school because he had a police record,
the following:
Anyone with a police record who wants to become a
registered nurse should first investigate the requirements of
the STATE BOARD of NURSING, NOT the admission
requirements of the nursing school.
I don't know how it is in other states, but in Indiana the
applicants for examination and license as a R. N. must sign
an affidavit stating that be has never been convicted of a
felony or any other crime involving moral turpitude.
A. J. IN INDIANAPOLIS
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
May write to Abby, Box 17oo. LAS Angeles. Cal. mei, and
eseleao a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Bate to write letters? Send S1 to Abby, Box arm. Lou
Anginas, Cal. meek for ahlry's booklet, "How to Write Letters
for Al Occasions."
Rural Poverty
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UPI) - More than a third of all
rural southerners will face pov-
erty in some degree duringt.. re-
lirt.tuent, according to five-
state research sewn.. . ,
survey indicates that
the public should act to solve the gia. Tenn.-me.. and Texas,
issues of substandard housing
and social adversities of rurai
isolation," said Dr. Alice Stubbs,
head of the home economies
department of the Texas Agri-
cuituraLE x-perianaist Stadion. • -
resew:41-1pm conducted
by cooperative trzparintent (Ma-
tions in Alabama, Honda, Geor-
P)V
a
t> •
-aggag - •
41111.
Brandon, Harry Smith, John Coenato.i, Betty Outland Vim.
son, Carl Everett Shroat, Mildred Stinker Robertson, Oliver
McLemore, Wanda Trevathan Morris, Joe Thurman, Ell Alex.
ander, Bill Crag*, Jo. Pat Hackett, Zane Coleman, and Chad
Stewart. Gene Geurin arrived too late to be In the picture.
(Dorothy Holland Photo)
1949 Graduating Class Of Murray High
School Holds Its 20th Reunion Here
The 1949 graduating class of
Murray High School held its 20th
reunion in July with a buffet dinn-
er at the Kenlake Hotel.
Twenty-nine members of the
class of forty-nine students atten-
ded the dinner with their husban-
ds or wives.
Dr. Chad Stewart was the mas-
ter of ceremonies for the buffet.
The class prophecy was read by
Tom Lamb, the class history
by Mrs. Anna Harris, -and the
last will and testimony by Mrs.
Janice Sublett. These were what
appeared in the annual in 1949.
In the class annual that year
Gene Geurin had drawn pictures
of the class members in various
costumes. These were shown in
transparencies to the class for
the members to guess who they
were.
Mrs. Joann Edmonds present-
ed gifts to various members pre-
sent. Harry Smith got the gift for
his having the most children,
Mrs. Sublett for traveling the fur-
thest distance to attend the re-
union, and Joe Thurman for still
being not married.
The group also held a coffee
at the Murray High School to
meet the children of the mem-
bers.
Those attending were Joe Pat
Hackett, Seymour, Ind., David
Blankenship, Manassas, Va., Dr.
Carl Everett Shroat, Frankfort,
Mrs. Wanda Trevathan Morris,
Belleville, flUnois T-Sgt. Pat
William Elkins, 'Wear Berlin,
New Jersey, Mrs. My Elizabe-
th Blankenship Turner, Madison,
Tenn., Mrs. Janice Weatherly
Sublett, Denver, Colorado, Oliv-
er McLemore, Albany, Ga., Mrs.
Norma Jean Lovins Langford,
East Point, Ga., Tom Lamb,
Mansfield, Ohio, C. Harry Smith,
St. Clair, Mich., James Shelton
Klapp, Bowie, Md., Harold E.
Miller, Greenwood, Ind., William
Dale Crago, Owensboro, and
Mrs. Peggy Buchanan Warren
of Paducah.
Attending from Murray were
Eli Alexander , Gene ShroatGeu-
rin, Mrs. Hazel Jean Rushing
Brandon, Mrs. Joann Parker Ed-
monds, Mrs. Anna Ruth Billing-
ton Harris, Joe Thurman, Zane
N. Coleman, Mrs, Betty Sue Out-
land Vinson, MTS. Nettie Lou
Culver Ernstberger, Mrs. Bar-
bara Downs Jeffrey, John Comp-
ton, Mrs. Mildred Rinker Rober-
tson, Norris Rowland, and Dr.
Chad Stewart.
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jones and
daughters, Shannon and Deanna,
have returned to their home in
Winter Haven, Fla., after a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Sykes. Shannon and Deanna
had spent a month with their
grandparents and while they were'
here they and Mrs. Sykes joined
Mrs. Mary Dodson of Marietta,
Ga., who enjoyed a motor trip to
the Carolinas and the GreatSmo-
ky Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose anti
daughter, Jane, returned home
last week after spending a week
with their son, Jerry Rose of
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
John Rose, a medical student
at tire University of Louisville,
spent the weekend with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose,
1603 Kenneland Drive, Murray.
W. Loyd Wilkinson of Murray
Route Four has been transferred
from the Western Baptist Hos-
pital, Paducah, to the Murray-
Calloway-County Hospital. He
was injured in aqpaccident on his
place over a month ago.
.-•
Mrs. Duel V. Thompson of
-hturray4ftoute been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah,
Mrs. Julia Bell Is
Program Leader At
Goshen Meeting
Mrs. Ruth Wilson, president,
presided at the meeting of the
Women's Society of ChrIstian
Service of the Goshen United
Methodist Church held on Tues-
day, July 29, at seven - thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
"Foundations for Patriotism"
was the theme of the program
with Mrs. Julia Bell as the lead-
er,
Others inking part in the pro-
gram were Mrs. Geraldine Brew-
er, Mrs. Earnestine Venable,
Mrs. Delpha Rhoades, and Mrs.
Maratle Farless.
An inspiring devotion on "Con-
versations With God" was given
by Mrs. Sue Archer.
Mrs. Wilson conducted the bus-
iness meeting with Mrs. Mildred
Adams reading the minutes. Mrs.
Farless gave a report on Church
Women United and their needs.
A going away gift was present-
ed to Mrs. Sue Ann Hutson who
will soon move to Lexington whe-
re Mr. Hutson will enter the
University of Kentucky.
The meeting was closed by
prayer by Mrs. Mildred Adams.
Plans Completed Bl
Miss Susan Sparks:
For Her Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks,
Sr. announce the completion of
the plans for the weddin: of their
daughter, Susan Nunnelley to
John Thomasson Nutter, Jr.
The wedding will be solomniz-
ed at the First United Methodist
Church at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon onSaturday, August
9, Dr. Samuel R. Dodson. Jr.,
will officiate and John Winter will
present a program of nuptial
music.
Miss Sparks has chosen as her
maid of honor, Miss Jane Ewalt
of Bowling Green. Matron of
honor will be Mrs. PhillipSparits
of Minot, N. D., sister-in-law of
the bride-elect, Bridesmaids are
fifE-; Jones, Jr., Lex-
ington, Mrs. Richard Kruger,
Columbia, Mo., Miss AnnGriffin,
Murray, and Miss Nancy Hole-
man, Dawson Springs.
Acting as best man for Mr.
Nutter will be Michael Duffy,
Murray, and ushers will be Dani-
el Terhune, Murray, Darrell
Crouch, Murray, Patrick Riley,
Louisville, J. Nicholus Terhune,
Nashville, Tenn., and Harry M.
Sparks, Jr. of Cincinnati , Ohio,
brother of the bride-elect.
Miss Jill Sparks of Cincinnati,
niece of the bride-elect, will be
flower girl and Ronald Williams
of St. Matthews will act as ring
bearer. Mr. Williams is a cousin
of the groom-elect.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception will be held at the home
of the bride-elect, "Oakhurst",
1510 Main Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Want Real Thing
KUOPIO, Finland (UPI)
When four stripteariers failed to
arrive from the exotic East for
work in this town a night club
owner hired four local girls to
perfrinn and billed them as the
Eastern exotics.
' "Foul! "cried customers 4tho
recognized the local talent.
In court, the owner was fined
100 marks ($24) for false adver-
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •
Dr. Grossman
Honored With
Sorority Tea
Lambda Chapter of A lph a
Delta Kappa honored Dr. Gwen-
dolyn Grossman of Murray
State University with a tea in
the home of its president, Mrs.
Ruth Copeland, 250 Riverside
Drive, Reidland, Sunday.
Dr. Grossman, Rho president
and member of the Education
Department at MSU, is leaving
Murray to assume teaching
duties at Ball State University,
Muncie, Ind. al the close of the
current school year.
Miss Pattie Petway welcomed
the guests and Mrs. Martha
Baker presided at the guest
register.
The tea table held an arrange-
ment of pink roses, lavendar
mums and pink carnations in a
silver bowl flanked by p ink
candles. Mrs. Christine Bal.
thsser and Miss Aline Bowland
served refreshments.
During the social hour a me-
mento was presented to Dr.
Grossman from the Lambda
Chapter with expressions of re-
gret because of her leaving.
Lambda Chapter sponsored Rho
Mapter and conducted the in-
3tallation ceremony last year.
Those attending from Murray
were the honoree and Mrs. Vir-
ginia Harmeyer, Jewell Mont-
gomery, Effie Kemp and May-
belle Walker. Attending from-
Paducah were Mesdames Myra
Hicks, Christine Balthaser, Julia
Burkeen, Luda Johnson, Evelyn
Howard, Martha Baker, Rose
Mae Lewis, Josephine Malone;
Misses Aline Bowland, Pattie
Petway and the hostess.
Food and Brains
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UPI) - Severe malnutrition in
the first months of life stunts a
child's brain growth, according
to a food and nutrition specialist.
Frances Reasonover, exten-
sion foods and nutrition specialist
104,0 APJui
'research showed the critical per-
iod is over after six months.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
hipps And Gantt Wedding Vows Are
Read In Ceremony At Barberton, Ohio
"". Mts. Vernon Wilson Gantt
United in marriage Saturday evening, July 26, were Dolores
Jean Phipps and Vernon Wilson Gantt at The First Church of
Christ, Barberton, Ohio. They were honored at a reception in the
church following the ceremony.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phipps. MO
Franklin Avenue. Barberton, Ohio. The groom is the son of hit.
and Mrs. Wilson Gantt, Route 2, Murray.
Maid of honor was Judy Franks of Lewisville. Ohio. and at-
tending the bride were Karen Grigsby, Janet Stewart, and Emilie
Rumpf, all of Barberton. Flower girl was Andrea Lloyd and ring-
bearer was John Lloyd, both of Barberton.
Serving as best man was James Gantt. brother of the groom.
Ushers included Alan Snode of Minerva. Ohio. James Hendershot
of Columbus, Ohio, and David Mulej of Cleveland, Ohio.
The groom is a doctoral candidate in communications at
Ohio University, Athens. Ohlo, and the bride spirit three years
lai o University and just completed her year of interning in
arrecImorogy.
Following a honeymoon to the Cumberland Falls area, the
couple will temporarily reside in Athens, Ohio.
Miss Patricia Anne
With Bridal Tea At
One of the loveliest parties
of the summer season was the
bridal tea given in honor of
Miss Patricia Anne Doran, Aug-
ust 30th bride-elect of James
Gardner Weatherly, on Saturday,
August 2, at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
The gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mesda-
mes W. C. Elkins, Evelyn Wilson,
William M. Boyd, Scott McNabb,
Clyde Roberts, Vernon Nance,
Joe Dick, John Nanny, Phillip
Mitchell, Galen Thurman,
Erwin, Hugh Oakley, Harvey Ell-
is, and Harold Hopper.
The guests were greeted at the
door which was adorned with a
brown wicker basket filled with
eucalyptus and baby's breath.
Miss Vickie Spiceland asked
the guests to sign the register
at the table decorated with a sil-
ver bowl filled with magnolias
and flanked by candles.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
H. Glenn Doran, her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs, James R. Wea-
therly, and her two sisters, Mis-
ses Glenda and Mary Alice Dor-
an.
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion a deep aqua
heavy crushed silk linen drest
trimmed with rhinestone buttons
And matching accessories. Her
corsage, gift of the hostesses,
was of white rosebuds decorated
with seed pearls and a brown
bow.
The mothers were presented
hostesses' gift corsages of white
glamelias. Corsages for the sis-
ters were of white rosebuds,
' The beautifully appointed tea
table was decorated the colors
of brown and ivy, which have
I been chosen by the bride-elect
for her wedding.
A hand embroidered cloth,
imported from Europe, covered
the table which was centered
with a silver candelabra with
the center being filledwith brown
eucalyptus, white roses, and ba-
by's breath, flanked by ivory
ing. candles .
Silver appointments were used
to serve the coffee, punch, finger
sandwiches bade with whole
- Roh Ahwith d • RA. reir.-!441120
olI4Mtadhaevnerwill phi?. ifan;with lvorY WM' and browl4 •
ics the-new NOG-vent, ifinvIttaar on the top, anti nettsin tale
Brinker or the Silver Skates:, carry out the color scheme of
to be seen in 1969-70. ; brown and ivory.
I The mantel .was banked with
* * *
Doran Is Honored
Woman's Club
magnolia leaves, and the hearth
was adorned with a larger copper
pitcher filled with lilies.
At the opposite end of the
room by the bookcases was a
huge brass planter filled with
lilies flanked by candelabra on
each side. The planter and cand-
elabra were banked with magnol-
ia leaves.
One hundred and eighty guests
called during the afternoon hours
from three to five o'clock.
Finns Drink More
HELSINK.I (UPI) - The
Finns' consumption of alcohol
jumped 50 per cent during the
first three months of 1969 be-
cause of legalization of the sale
of medium strength beer by
cafes and grocery stores. The
The Bureau of Statistics esti-
mated that Finns now spend
per cent of their income on
alcoholic beverages.
* * *
Mrs. Evelyn Ross of Hardin
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Padu-
cah.
Henderson
Reunion Is
Held Sunday
The Henderson family
union was held Sunday in the
Pierce Lackey Recreation Cen-
ter.
Those attending included: Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Brown, Rhonda
and David; Mrs. Eva Hamilton;
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hart and
Vicki; the Rev. and Mrs. J. E.
Pepper, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cope.
land, Palmer Copeland, Mrs.
Susie McAllister, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Andello of Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurst
Mr. and Mrs. Shirrell Thruston
and Lisa, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
English and Timmy. Mr, and
Mrs. Terry Thurston, Mrs. Nola
Reber, Ellis Thurston, Mr. and
Mrs. James Mathis and Junla,
Mr. and Mrs. James Stone,
Bonita, Jason and Rand of Mel
ber;
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bender-
son, Beverly and Janice; Glen
Fruburg and Bob Viblester of
Carbondale, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Henderson of Cairo, Ill.,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Walker,
Tonya, Joe and Don of Kirksey;
and Mr. and Mrs. Yewell Car-
gill of Paducah.
Most Likely
NEW YORK (UPI) - What's
the car most likely to get in-
volved in an accident? It's the
stolen car-and it's 200 times as
likely to get into a crash than
before somebody stole it, reports
C.I.T. Service Leasing Corp., au to
leasing firm.
* * *
Pioneer
BERKELEY. Calif. (UPI) -
The *first professor " to teach nat-
ionally via network television
received emeritus status at the
end of the acadewic year at the
University of California.
Harvey E. White, who taught
at Berkeley for 39 years, became
the favorite physics teacher of
the nation ana the professor
with the largest class in the
world in 1958.
It was then he offered the
rust college course for credit on
NBC-TV's "Continental Class-
room." For this and other tele-
vision efforts, White has received
many awards including the Pea-
body Award.
* * *
Woman, 80,
Bowls 112
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Mr
Harry Wobbe, bowling on her
80th birthday, had a 112 won
She started bowling at age tr')
Fish Story
JOENSUU, Finland (UPI)---
The anonymous fisherman at the
annual Joensuu fishing contests
seemed extraordinarily lucky.
His catch appeared a certain
winner for the first prise of a
television set.
But a fellow contestant
smelled something fishy and
kink a closer look. The lucky
fellow's catch, it turned out,
was deep frozen and long dead,
apparently bought in the focal
fish market. He was disquali-
fied.
* * *
Hustling Ilutson
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Don Hutson, formerly of the
Green Bay Packers, led the Na-
tional Football League in pass
receiving for eight years between
193(1 and 1945, according tosthe
RC Sports Information Bureau.
His best year was 1942, when
he caught 74 passes for 1211
yards.,
zirisestessipisst-okintiont-
greskional Medal of Honor was
Jacob Parrott, a' soldier from
Fairfield County, Ohio, in 1863.
vh,
L. 10)
You can load it at either end.
Air Conditioning Availablo
Take your pick. The VCN Squareback
Sedan has trunks coming and going.The front one may be all you need.It can hold two good-sized suitcasesplus a set of golf clubs.
The back trunk is the largest you'll Findin any sedan. And can hold more than
you'll probably ever need.
like 12 suitcases and 2 golf bags.
But best of all, all this luggage spaceisn't at the expense of people space.
Even with luggage loaded in both ends,you can load 4 big people into the middle.The only thing the Squareback doesn'ttake a lot of is money. .
$2604.81 gets it going. And a gallon ofgas keep i it going for about 27 miles.
But then,that's,proboblywhyit$$Qg00dat making ends rteet.
4,
Cdr•Ltlt'BOO Chestnut
Murray, K y.
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PRICES GOOD JULY 30 THRU AUG. 5 .
Mrs. Vestor Orr South 12th Murray
Mrs. Willie Jones Benton, Ky.
Odell Donelson Rt.6 Murray
Mrs. Sedrick Chandler R t. 3 Buchannan
Shirley Wilferd Rt.2 Murray
David Cope Rt. I Almo, Ky.
U.S.D.A. Inspected
WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
Yes, Mrs. Housewife, we are pleased to be first
in Murray with SEE THROUGH CLEAR PLASTIC
MEAT TRAYS. You can now turn your meat pack-
age over and see what it looks like on the BOTTOM
as well as the TOP. This is just another convience
which Storey's offers you at no extra charge, of
course. We specialize in fine meats, and you can
see them too
j ilpedeeROAST
U. S.D.A. Choke
cHum_.,s1EAK.
Cardinal
BOLOGNA 
Armour
12 Oz. 49C
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 3o3c. $1.00
lch
eidELCHADE  46 (Dz $1 000
ROOT BEER    39t
ity
ICE MILK  V2gal. 390GrownHome
CABBAGE
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Receive
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Chanty.
Ready To Go
RIBS Lb.980
FRYERS Lb.590
SANDWICHES PF:Ek: 5/$1.00
Free Bubble Gum & Candy Fa The Children!!
Ocoma
Ham, Meat Loaf, Chicken
Turkey, Beef, and Fish
BANANAS
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LASSITER McKINNEY
•4•
•
01.1.•••••••••.-
••••—•
THE WORLIrS BEST S200000 CAR IS HERE AT
LASSITER-McKINNEY
Ngiti SHOWROOM
REGISTER FOR FREE COLOR I.V.
5 gull Length Door Mirrors for the Ladies
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE  
Refreshments Be Served
LASSITER-MeKINNEY
810 MANKIND iATSIJH, 
7543:7114.,._
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Land
Transfers
Paul Garland and Margie Gar-
land to Curtis Willoughby and Pa-
uline Willoughby; lot in Sherwood
Forest Subdivision.
Thomas W. Hopkins and Vir-
ginia Ann Hopkins to Ellis V.
Perry, Jr., and Audrey F. Perry;
lot in Kenne,land Subdivision.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to An-
thony Gray Cassity; lot in Lake-
way Shores.
Smithwood Development, Inc.,
to Jotui K. Billheimer and Mary
M. Billheimer of Mansfield, Ohio,
22 lots; John T. Bell or Jean-
ette Bell of Matteson, W., seven
lots; Linda S. Chatman of Madi-
son, Tenn., two lots; Albert Dea-
son or Christine Deason of Dick-
son, Tenn., two lots; Arthur W.
Linton or Dorothy E. Linton of
Greenfield, Tad., two lots.
Smithwo( • )evelopment , Inc.,
to Bill D. 2.immer or Wilma
Zimmer of Lockport, Ill., one
lot; Tommy C. Moore or Kath-
erine Moore of Martin, Tenn.,
one lot; Robert M. Hubbard or
Loys A. Hubbard of Old Hickory,
Tenn., one lot; Gregory A. Jan-
icek of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
five lots; Clayton Davis of Mem-
phis, Tenn., one lot,
Robert D. Woodall and Patsy
Woodall to Nell Gore; lot in High-
land Oaks Subdivision.
Calloway County Land Com-
pany, Inc., to James W. Linson
and Ethel M. Linson of Metrop-
olis, Ill., lot in Pine Bluff Shor-
es Subdivision.
Rupert Dale Campbell and Wa-
nda Sue Campbell to Gerald K.
Tabers and Shirley Ann Tabers;
lot in Plainview Acres Subdivisi-
on.
• Albert D. Elkins and Hattie
Elkins to James Daniel Roberson
and Barbara Jean Roberson; lot
on Protemus and Howard Store
Road.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob-
erti to Charles Thomas and
Linda Thomas; two lots in Can-
terbury Estates Subdivision.
Uncle Jeffs Treasure City to
Thomas C. Cohoon of Mayfield;
lot in Panorama Shores Subdivis-
ion.
Lorene Ellis to Janice Brels-
ford; lot :in City of Murray.
Laktway Shores, Inc., to Owen
E. Cole and Marilyn L. Cole, one
lot; Harry V. Willdhs and Mildred
F. Wilkins of Mayfield, one lot.
Lakeland , Inc., to Keith M.
Flory and Charlsie A. Flory;
lot in Panorama Shores Subdiv-
ision.
Smithwood Development, Inc.,
SBeverly Bruce Bell of Mem-is, Tenn., five lots; Jackson C.
Ragan, Jr., of Jeffersontown, one
lot; Everett J. 13aldridgeorJuan-
ita Baldridge of Bourbonnais,
111. , one lot; Kermit Bowling or
Priscilla Bowling of Memphis,
Tenn., one lot; John L. Smith or
Bessie M. Smith of Memphis,
Tenn., two II"; Diane Ross of
Ann Arbor, ich., two lots.
Smithwood Development, Inc.,
to David A. King of Indianapolis,
Ind., two lots; Ramon Hernandez
of East Chicago, W., one lot;
Lealon A. Bottom, Jr., or Louise
M. Bottom, Sr., of Demotti, Ind.,
three lots; Frank Berkler or Lay-
onne Berkler of Gibson City, Ill.,
one lot; Richard Schoellhamer or
Sandra Schoellhamer of Mem-
phis, Tenn., two lots; Harold L,
White of Decatur, Ill., one lot.
Freeman Johnson and Thelma
Johnson to J. W. Young and Irene
Young; lot in Plainview Acres
Subdivision.
Calvin Morris and Lynnwood
Morris to Jane Morris Reaves;
two lots in Normal School Addit-
ion.
Jerry Vaughn and Shirley Vau-
ghn to Gary Young, Dawn S. You-
ng; lot in Circarama Subdivision. (
J. W. Young and Irene Young to
Virgil L. McDaniel and Maudie
McDaniel; lot in Plainview Acres
Subdivision.
Legion OKs
New Patton
Museum
The new Patton Museum of
Cavalry and Armor, to be built
at Fort Knox, Kentucky has re-
ceiyed the endorsement of the
American Legion., Both the Ken-
tucky American Legion and the
national organization haveexpre-
ssed their intention to support
the project. The museum is now
in the final pre-construction ph-
ases.
The Patton Museum will docu-
ment and display the history
of battlefield mobility from char-
iots and horse soldiers to tanks
and aero-cavalry. It will be built
on a 112-acre wooded site made
available by the Army at Fort
Knox. A five-phase construction
plan calls for completion of the
museum by 19'75, The first con-
struction phase will begin in late
1969, and will house the present
collection of armored vehicles
now displayed in a converted
Indoor tank range on the Fort
Knox post.
In a letter to the Patton Mus-
eum Development Fund, James
S. Whitfield, Executive Director
of the American Legion, confirm-
ed that the American Legion isin
full support of the Patton Mus-
eum. His organization intends
extensive publicity support th
rough the American Legion News
Service and through internal pub-
lications at the national, state and
post levels. "We wish you much
success in this very worthy pro-
ject," Whitfield wrote.
Department Commander, John
P. Ryan, American Legion of
Kentucky, expressed similar en-
dorsement on behalf of his organ-
ization. It is expected that the
local organization will participa-
te in assembly of exhibit materi-
als for individual military divis-
ions, batallions, and companies
for exhibit at the new Patton
Museum. Elements proposed by
the Museum Committee include
flags, banners, insignia, maps,
photographs, small arms andoth-
er documents and materials that
wee
were peculiar to particular grou-
ps in the armed forces.
The construction of the new
museum is the joint endeavor
of the Cavalry-Armor Founda-
tion, Inc., the Patton Museum
Society and the' U. S. Army Ar-
mor School. The Foundation, a
non-profit Kentucky Corporation,
draws its members from busine-
ss and professional people. It is
BIG TROUBLE --,- Mrs. Irene
Williams (above), a sister of
the late western singer Hank
Williams, found herself un-
der federal arrest in Laredo,
Tex., where authorities say
they found cocaine in her car
which would retail at $7 mil-
lion. She once was chosen
"Woman of the Month" in
Dallas, Tex., where she was
in the real estate business.
,11144114,M9QP4,4WW...A-:21:Y.-4c4,4:0.,AL.A1.1  .Moshe centak .
Ronston. Shawl!) a probe. ii.ekliaeaCo examine a fieanut!
djt found inside ir'plUg rkf lunar nat bsaught:.----
from the Moon by Apollo 11 astronauts It Is. about'a •
fourth of an inch long itrid. glassy. It was found when
scientists split the el3re sample for a test speeimen.
responsible for capital fund ach-
ievement and building the mus-
eum. The Patton Museum Socie-
ty has the function of assisting
In exhibit development. The U.S.
Army Armor School will operate
the museum.
Yankee Homers
NEW YORK (UP!) —
The New York Yankees hit a
record 7,356 home runs from
1903, the year they entered
the American League, through
1968.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 91
NURSERY 8
AUGUST 3, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Lloyd Wilkinson, Rte. 4, Mur-
ray; Miss Ruth Tubbs, Rte. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Euna York, Rte
2, Murray; Mrs. Alvena Morrow,
101 Clark St., Murray; Robert
Hornsby, 813 Olive, Murray,
Mrs, Virginia Urale, Zimmer-
man Apts., Murray, Mrs. LIi
Chadwick, Rte. 5, Murray; Er-
nest Jones, 108 South 10th, Mur-
ray; Harry Rowland, Rte. 1, Al
mo; Mrs. Tress& Steely, 3041/2
So. 13th, Murrayi Madison Jon-
es, Rte. 4, Murray, Miss Mary
Byrd, Rte. 2, Dover, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Loman McDougal, Rte. 6,
Murray; Barry Darnall, Rte. 1,
Almo; Miss Darlene Hensley,
4829 Koollmann Dr., Winston Pa-
rk; John Elliott, Rte. 3, Murray;
Jesse Patterson, Box 61, Hazel;
Mrs. Sharla Taylor 44 Baby Girl,
1202 South 10th, Murray; Mrs.
Barbara Darnell, Rte. Z, Farm-
ington: Mrs. Lue Sutter, W No.
12th, Murray; Mrs. Gussie Hous-
ton, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Beulah
Wicker, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Bess-
ie Herndon, 411 South 8th, Mur-
ray; Wallace Houston, Rte. 3,
Murray.
•
TV
NOTES
NEW YORK (UPI) — Ven-
triloquist Aaron Williams, who
made a guest appearance on
''The Smothers Brothers Com-
dy Hour" for CBS last season,
has been signed to appear in
every third broadcast of the
series.
The cast of a forthcoming
episode in ABC's "N.Y PD." se-
ries will list a Kevin Hooks as
well as co-star Robert Hooks.
Kevin, young son of the star,
will make his television debut
in a minor role in "Deadly Cir-
cle of Violence."
• • •
After its first episodes of the
new seasor., "The Wild Wild
West" series on CBS will be
Minus co-star Ross Martin for
a time. He became ill after a
few episodes had been shot
and requires a considerable re-
cuperative period.
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dm With Coupon 10 Oz. U. S. Inspected
FOCI Heril 
Instant 27Ljs:nr 4arnERLb. Can Whole LB.
U. S. Prime
CHUCK 49
FIRCHunts Noi L. 1214 iCa2n) 5fi 0A
,.........,
O( FRESH GROUNDYEGETABL E S TENnr LB. 6 a Rai •
CANftiTAN _ LB. 49DETERGENT 7
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-
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MISS LIBERTY BREAD
WHITE Iati Oz. Loaf 2 for 45c
WHITE 20 Oz. Loaf 27c
WHITE 24 Oz. Loaf 35c
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Hot Dog Pkg. of
BUNS 8 3Ic
BANANAS
GOLDEN RIPE
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ROLLS
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&
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BEANS
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CUCUMBERS
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.
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HEAD] 9
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LIBERTY COUPON
FOLGERS & MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE -Lb. can ,.. . ,i9c,
' With This Coupon and $1.00 Add.-
Piirc. Cigarettes & TobiD. oRc.
Limit one Coupon for Family
OID AFTER AUGUST 12. 1969
LIBERTY COUPON
,
50 TRADING STAMPS 50
:, -, With Coupon & $5.00 Pur. .
Cig. & Tob & Dairy Proatiiii —
Exc. Limit one'Coupon per family.
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CHESS, ANYONE?—Cletus Wel)ti, a research chemist in PPG Industries' plant in Barber
ton, Ohio, finds the glassware in his laboratory makes good chess pieces.
Ile beat all odds
to create theater
By GREGORY JENSEN
LONDON (UPI) - They'
laughed when Bernard Miles sat
down in his ruined warehouse
and said: "This is my new
theater."
But today the theater that
the warehouse became - the
Mermaid - is 10 years old, and
still going strong. It is an accom-
plishment of more than local
significance.
Not merely for the plays
which have streamed out of the
Mermaid to Hollywood and
Broadway as well as London's
West End--plays from "Alfie" to
• the entree? - fltrostliray
$ "Hadrian VII."
II. And not mandy for the talent
4 Miles and the Mermaid discov-
ered or encouraged-its first pro-
duction was designed by Sean
Kenney, who has since taken
even world fairs in his stride, and
nail music by Lionel tSart, whose
"Oliver! "swept up. this year's
Academy Awards.
Its significance is in its birth
pangs and in what Miles has
made of the Mermaid in its
decade of life. The lessons for
other small community-or even...
underground-theaters aie plain.
Miles, once best known for
cornball monologues In the guise
of a country bumpkin, wanted
to return to the 18th and 19th
century tradition of the actor-
manager. There were good rea-
sons 10 years ago for thinking
him mad.
For one thing, televiaion just
then was slaughtering legitimate
and movie theaters in Lontioti in
wholesale lots. It was the worst
possible moment to found a
theater.
For another, Miles wanted a
community theater-this in the
heart of London. where corn-
triunity spirit is about as strong
as tissue paper. For yet another,
he wanted to abolish old thea-
trical 'conventions, ski away with
the picture-trame stage, mix
actor and audience inextricably--
and this was 10 years ago.
Somehow he persuaded bus-
inesses in the Inner City of
London to help finance convert-
ing the abandoned Thames-side
warehouse at Puddle Duck into a
barnlike, bare-bones theater. Pas-
sersby "bought" individual
bricks for a half-crown each.
Contributing companies got their
names on an honor roll still
displayed. Brick-buyers got to
autograph their bricks.
Mermaid shows were timed
for the tired businessman--a per.
formance just after office hours
and another later in the evening
Miles incorporated a riverside
restaurant timed to match per-
formances. He staged lunch-time
shows calculated to capture an
audience for the theater.
All the tricks worked. Talent
helped keep the Mermaid contin-
ually interesting -- though Miles
never developed one acting star
and "discovered" only a few new
CONCERT
By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK (UPI) - Angel
Records promise a "close-up of
Jacqueline du Pre and Daniel
Barenboim, indicating we're go-
ing to be let in on their romantie
young love which culminated in
a 
musical
s almaiage.But "Close-Up" turns out to
be two records packaged to-
ether (and offered at a reduced
price) on which they perform
strictly as musicians, separately
and together.
Barenboim is both soloist and
conductor in Mozart's 21st piano
concerto and plays Beethoven's
"Appassionata Ssinata." Mrs.
Barenboim, the fair Jacquelin,-,
plays Boccherini's B flat cello
concerto and Brahms' F major
sonata with her husband as the
conductor in the first and the
pianist in the latter (3749).
The accompanying romantic
pictures of the young lovers
might serve an ill purpose, by
distracting from their both being
musicians polished enough and
interpretatively sensitive enough
not to need such irrelevant pro-
motion. To this reviewer at least
it is about time they resumed
being strictly musicians in public
and a married couple in private
Miss du Proffering life.onAngel 
another record in which she
is e
gives lovely life to a well known
concerto of Haydn and to a little
known concerto of Matthias
Georg Monn, an obscure 18th
century Viennese (36580). On
still another record she and
Barenboim play two'Brahms cel-
los-piano sonatas one of which is
in the "Close-Up" collection(36
544).
Antonio Janigro has no ro-
mance going for him. All he has
is exquisitely musical cello-plav-
ing which he exercised in record-
ing concertos of Vivaldi, Bach
and the same Boccherini con-
certo Miss du Pre recorded. He
did it with I Solisti di Zagreb, an
ensemble which earned 'much
awed praise in its tour of the
t nited States. (Victrola-1433)
What a joy it must be to be
playwrights, directors and design-
ers. Miles shunned the experi-
, KENTUCKY
DS
 -.=•••••••
Leonard bernatem s record-mak-
er. Columbia never shows pro-
motional strain with him. This
time it merely enclosed a 7-inch
record of Bernstein's eloauent
explanation of Berlioz's Fan-
tastic" Symphony with its rec-
ording of his conducting it, with
the New York Philharmonic.
After you've heard his oration
on the symphony, you listen to
the performance in a sort o
trance - which the performance
will intensify (7278).
mental and tnt avant-game,
quality often saved.
But managerial tricks), shre71; 
audience targeting and unremitt-t
irig hard work did the job. They
gave the Mermaid birth and, in a
decade, made it a permanent fix-
ture of London's stage.
POPULAR
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) - There
s an untold number of persons
who buy records mainly for use
is a backdrop for dinner con-
iersation or for late evening
playing.
They usually want instrumen-
tals of bands led by Arthur
Fiedler, Andre Kostelanetz, Mon-
tovani, Percy Faith, Henry Man-
cini, Frank Chacksfield and Paul
Mauriat.
With the exception of Fiedler,
these are the mood magicians
who create either a romantic
or nostalgic atmosphere.
Chacksfield's latest work is
an ideal item for those who like
this kind of musk. It's entitled
"Academy Award Hit Songs"
(London CHA S-1). A two-record
album, it includes all Oscar win-
ners from 1934 to 1967. And it
may be offered at a reduced
price in some stores which do
not ordinarily sell records below
the list figure.
"The Best of Bert Kaempfert,"
another two-record album, also
fits in the background music
category (Decca DIXSB 7200);
"Danke Schoen," 'Spanish Eyes, '
"Strangers. in the Night," 'Red
Roses for a Blue Lady" and
"Afrikaan Beat" are among the
24 numbers in this collection.
"Jankowski Plays Jankowski"
(Mercury SR 61219) also fits
into the groove of those who
want elegant music. All 11 tunet
are compositions of Horst Jan-
kowski and some may sound
unfamiliar on the first playing.
But the music is good and the
orchestration is excellent.
, Selected Singles-"That's The
'Way God Planned It" by Billy
Preston (Apple 1808), "Find
'Ern, Fool 'Ern and Forget 'Em"
by eorge Jackson ( ame -
•
Woman by MIMI Joe Drake
(Kapp K-20I4), 'It s Just Meant
to Be" by Joshua Fox (Tetra-
grammaton T-1532).
Tape Deck-Red-to-reel: "The
Soul Rock Blues Bag" (RCA
Victor TP3-1014) presents Jose
Feliciano, Jefferson Airplane,
Nina Simone and Nilsson's better
songs together on one tape. Reel
includes Feliciano's soul version
of "The Star Spangled Banner."
Eight-track: "The Orient Ex-
press" (Mainstream M861I7) is
a good blending of eastern and
west music. Cassette of the Week:
"Dizzy" by Tommy RAC (ABC
X5683), an Ampex tape release,
NEW YORK (UPI) -
When "Jimmy Durante Presents
he Lennon Sisters Hour" makes
its weekly one-hour variety de-
but on ABC in the fall, Jack
Benny, Jimmy Dean and Noel
Harrison will be aboard. This
is a 10-11 p.m. Friday series.
*5*
Comedian Soupy Sales may
be headed back for another se-
ries on television. Ed Sullivan's
production company is making
a one-hour pilot with Soupy
that the CBS network will air
during the coming season. The
idea is that the series might step
in at midseason to replace some
Ilatering program.
* * *
Star Janis Paige has been add-
ed to the cast of Bola LLafte's.
new video version of the mu-
sical comedy, "Roberta," in
which he will star on NBC in
the fall. She will play a ro-
mantic menace.
* * *
Mitzi Gaynor will be back
with a second one-hour special
for NBC Oct: 13 at 10 p.m.
Her first was last Oct. 14. A
male star will appear with' her.
* * *
One of the guest stars who
will appear from time to time
in the new Bill Cosby situation
comedy series for NBC is Henry
Fonda. Fonda appears in ari
episode in which he, Cosby and
a cleaning woman who speak
no nglish Iptd in a
145 On Of L evcrernigtrtr,
see the marvels of
automotive engineering! spectacular
cutaway and testing exhibits!
you're invOed to the....
nowpiayingireeat_Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Aug. 7,8,9
You'll see things you can't see anywhere else! The Camaro double-header display oino out why they
call it 'The Hugger'). Exhibits you can operate-like the power steering test and the brake safety exhibit
where you check your reaction time in braking situations. There's something for all the family, so come
• on over! Fun!
9It
s-niormson.
t-
-
Sbuth S tttet 
come on outl it's all free! broughtito you by
IAYLOR cigy
—mow Plane 7s3r24122
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Boating
By JACK WO LISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - From
the ditty bag:
-Among a half dozen new
boating laws that emerged from
he recently concluded biannual
ession of the Connecticut leg-
islature is one that would levy
a 30-day registration supension
as a penalty for a boater's failure
to answer a court summons.
Another makes an owner equally
as guilty as somebody he allows
to operate his boat without re-
luired equipment.
-In New'York State, a new
law permits rater skiers to take
off or land from shore or a dock.
It provides that boats in the
course of taking off or landing
skiers are exops.ed from a 5 mph
limit within 100 feet of shore,
docks, piers, rafts, floats or
moored vasaels. 1!..,
-A paint manufacturer offers
this quick means of determining
how much marine paint is needed
for,a bpat: One quart of paint or
enamel will cover about 150
square feet for one coat on the
average painted surface. On new
wood, 100 square feet is a safer
estimate. One quart of varnish
will cover abot 180 square feet
on recoat wdrk and somewhat
less on new wood.
-The Outboard Boating Club
of America, in an extensive study
of boating acc1dents, discovered
that negligenet -strnple lack of
common sens4 afloat-accounts
for almost half the boating fa-
talities reported each year.
-Keep .A.rnersIza Beautiful,
Inc., the non-profit litter-preven-
tion organiz ation, isity s motorists
are tidier than lboaters. I he or-
ganization says that a survey
conducted for it by ballup Inter-
national, Inc., shows that 80
per cent of the nation's motor-
ists claim they have used litter
bags in their cars, while only ti
per cent of boat owners say the
ever had a litterbag aboard.
-Models of exotic concepts
ranging from subsea swimming
pools to minisubs and entire
offshore oil drilling systems are
on exhibit this summer at the
Smithsonian Institution in Wash-
ington, D.C. The models were
built by about 60 college seniors
participating in Armco Steel Cor-
poration s fourth annual student
design, program-"Ocean Hard-
ware.
-The 1970 invitational Con-
g,ressional Cup off Long Beach,
Calif., will be sailed March 19-22
with contestants using Columbia
50 yachts. Richard Valdez, pres-
ident of Columbia Yacht Corp.,
has promised to provide at least
10 of the sloop-rigged 50s, valued
at $850,000 each, for the event.
Invitations are earned in COM-
petitiv e regional sailoffs.
-Plans already are under way
for the 60th annual National
Boat Show which opens Jan. 2-1
at the New York City Coliseum.
Show manager Peter M. Wilson
has this report: "We are working
to make the show more attractive
and to make our visitors feel
more a part of the boating scene.
Among the changes planned is a
new theme presentation designed
to give the public the feeling of
being right there at the boat
basin."
* * *
Boldly striped sweaters make
the campus scene for men for
fall. Couple them with solid gray
slacks.
•
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W. Main Street Phone 753-2621
efILLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Bird.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-M52
* .....Easieutive Shirt Service *
DON'T MISS THE ACTION AT MURRAY' S BIG
AUGUST VI
•
e on t In I
SIDEWALK SALE
FRIDAY AND SATIMPAY
The Sidewalks Will Be Piled High With Merchandise Going
At Give-Away Prices. Items For The Home, Car,
Wearing Apparel, Cosmetics, Appliances And You Name It! i
ONE THING FOR SURE 
EVERYTHING 1 IS A BARGAIN !
1 Bargains In The Store -i
Bargains On The Sidewalk
IT HE-- &ILE ()FINEroL
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No GATEMAYSi
NO STRINGS ATTACHED!
JUST 
DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES AND 
THE BEST
11 IS 
HUMANLY POSSIBLE 
TO G
SERVICE 
IVE
Meat so
U.S. CHOICE BEEF
411:
me s Guaranteed!
CHUCK ROAST lb
U.S. Choice Rnunel Bone Lean, !toneless I
Pot Roast SHORT AriROAST lb 61c Iblio RIBS 1b4u
leeLean, Meaty BeefSHOULDER
IN APOTHECARY JAR
Red Washed - 5-lb. bag
POTATOES 
Sunkist - One Doz. In Bag
HAMBURGERS R3390 ICLOB STEAK ib990Fresh Ground U.S. Choice f (Cut Any Thickness
Armour All-Meat 2 Lean, Tender, Seasoned Field Worthmore Sliced
WIENERS Pkg. STEAKETTES BACON1b650410 
O'SAGE FREESTONE
PEACHES
. • .
 * 21/ can 3 citinfor
INSTANT BREAKFAST DRINK
TANG
FO' GERI
C.
a.01111_ 111?
Vialger5
cs.dt1111-
11-oz. 99
oFF E 2 
lb Ca! 29
•
•
PRiliitAY MARGARINE 2 a. 4r
ior.8e//er
'//
S'hato dfte Slave /fete—
•Ait.1
•••
Iris AMAZING
HOW FAST YOU CAN
SAVE A DOLLAR!
VALUABLE COUPONS!!
PARKERS
• Conveniently Located to
Downtown Shopping
• Plenty of Free Parking
* Friendly, Courteous Service
IF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY,
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE!
15* COUPON 15'
15' 
DRIVE
-7-DETERGENT
with
EN-ZOLVE64(1 Gvit.it3h ITbhsis1C-oz. Size
oupon
Redeemable Only-Nat Parker's
Expires August 14, 1969
Without Coupon, giant size _ 790
COUPON 15'
ASSORTED COLORS
CHARMIN TISSUE — — — — 4 pRa°g" 390
DIXIE BELLE
NABISCO
VANILLA
WAFERS
12 Oz Box
269
SUNSHINE
OATMEAL
COOKIES
22-oz.
490
CRACKERS.  19°_,,,,mommavaa—ossumemmisaniakia.
STOICELY
GATORADE
Quart
3111.00
"RIMING
SAVESIIME
FRO/EN
FOODS"
lob
>)
.
bese-forneus-names assure
fiitwifinest in quality
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.
FISH STEAKS 
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
STRAWBERRIES
Pet Ritz - 2 in pkg.
PIE SHELLS 
Frosty Acres - 16-oz.
HUSH PUPPIES
Frosty Acres Chopped - 10-oz.
TURNIP GREENS
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
CUT-CORN
89*
29*
33*
  2 for 29*
  ,N1,1•11 - ”-MW tiror390
BUSH PINTO & GREAT NOR'N
'BEANS cans 290  can 3 for
KRAFT
FRENCH DRESSING 8-oz. 25e
RED CROWN
VIENNA SAUSAGE_ _ _ "a can $1.00
Fresh Yellow Freestone (Bushel __ $3.111)
PEACHES 2 lbs. 25*
29*
35*LEMONS 
Tennessee - Yellow, Ripe & Sweet - lame
CANTALOUPES 3 for '1.00
Fresh - 1-lb. peck
PARSNIPS 
7 A.M:TO g P.M.
6 DAYS A WEE
MONO SUN9AYS 90 THAT
• -
MIPLOYIE911 NAT
-0.1•••••••••••.!
ATTEND ONWION
JEFFERSON ISLAND
SALT 26-oz. box3 F°R 250
0
•
•
• *
•
sPHEDAINifflifiER & MARSHMALLOW _
*
Pure Vegetable - 48-oz.
WESSON OIL 89'
Martha WhiteCAKE MIXXI Devilte F- 0Yoedllow 29,
• • •
"••••1•••
4
'PIMP
EVERY ITEM
OUICRANTEEDi
-211-411-A-SE
,
.1114./MIIIN/P118•11111•11 ...••••••••—•
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(Picnic in the Park
at Stars tit%40.
Julie Harris rat,•
I.
•
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHERE does one ofBroadway's leading la-
dies choose to dine every
chance she gets? At Sardi's,
the Algonquin, the Colony,
other posh places? Not Tony
Award winner Julie Harris.
Slim, ever girlish, the en-
chanting star of "Forty Car-
a delightful come-
dy—haa other ideas about eat-
ing. Every chance she gets,
Julie is off to Central Park
with a picnic hamper. So far
fans haven't found her se-
cluded dining spot and she's
not telling just where it is.
• "I luxuriate in the quiet
and nibble at food while I
thumb through a magazine or
catch up on a best seller,"
she said.
One of her favorite lunches
is "odds and ends", the kind
of food you get only a nibble
of at cocktail parties.
• "I love cold baked ham,
stuffed celery, pickled mush.
rooms, anchovies on crackers,
Udbits like that," she con-
fessed. "Either I make them
up myself or I dash ttito the
dell and buy everything that
looks good."
Potato salad, mixed pickles.
pate, soft cheese and crab-
meat salad are other favor-
ites.
• When the busy actress
finds time to cook, she en-
joys making meatballs that
are moist and tangy with but-09
termini. They're good hot or
cold and are great for a pic-
nic. Two other favorites are
-Tote-Along" Chicken and a
salad she mixes up with arti-
chokes and mushrooms
To save washing containers
In her crowded dressing room,
Julie's picnic props are dis-
posables. Foods are wrapped
in foil or, if fragile, carried on
rigid paper plates tightly cov-
ered with foil. Liquids, like
soup or coffee, go in plastic-
coated paper containers.
Forks and spoons are plastic
throwaways.
"But for a little style,"
16 IP.
JULIE HARRIS
goodies with ham
. ?
'
17. 0.
t •
-ees•-
begins a "nibble" picnic of delicatesel
slices served on disposahJe.paper platter.
says Julie, "I serve myself On
plastic coated paper plates
that have a cheerful pattern.
I don't like eating off wrap-
ping paper."
JULIE'S BUTTERMILK
,. MEATBALLS
2 pounds ground beef
cups soft bread crumbs
2 tablespoons soy sauce
14 cup prepared mustard
2 teaspoons ground
ginger
1 cup chopped onions
1 teaspoon salt
L2 teaspoon pepper
1'v cups buttermilk
•41524e .igeo,4
. •
• 7
"TOTE-ALONG" Chicken, first marinated in apple juice, is
rolled in corn flake crumbs, sesame seeds and herbs.
Combine and mix well first
8 ingredients plus L. cup but-
termilk.
Shape into 18 (2-inch
meatballs. about 1,1i cup mix-
ture for each. Put into a 2-
quart aluminum casserole in
one layer. Pour remaining 1
cup buttermilk over the mft,t-
balls.
Bake in 350 F. oven for 40
minutes.
To serve, spoon juices in
casserole over meatballs..
Serves 6.
"TOTE-ALONG" CHICKEN
1 broiler-fryer chicken,
cut into serving size
pieces
1 cup apple juice
1 teaspoon onion salt
1/. teaspoon tarragon
% teaspoon basil
2 tablespoons toasted
seitanSE Needs
--X .cup flake crumbs
2 tablespoons melted
butter
Marinate chicken in apple
juice one hour.
Combine s al t. tarragon,
basil, sesame seeds a n d
crumbs.
Roll chicken pieces in
crumb mixture and coat well.
Arrange pieces on a greased
cookie sheet without overlap-
ping. Spoon on melted butter.
Bake in a 350 F. oven for
one hour or until chicken is
tender. Serves 4.
ARTICHOKE-MUSHROOM
PICNIC SALAD
1 teaspoon lemon juice
.1,i cup sliced raw .
mushrooms
1 package (10 ounces1
frozen artichoke hearts.
L. cup battled -
dressing
Sprinkle lemon juice over
mushrooms (to prevent dark-
eningl. Add artichokes and
dressing. Toss well. Chill.
Serves 4.
Free Trees
Planted In
Calloway
Approximately 33 idle acres
in Calloway County were planted
with 29,000 pine seedlings this
spring by 12 local landowners
participating in a matching free
seedling program sponsored by
Westvaco Corporation, the Ken-
tucky Division of Forestry and
other public conservation agen-
cies. Of this total, youth groups
received 2,500 free pines without
the matching purchase require-
ment.
Richard Babbitt, Westvaco for-
ester for this area, made the ann-
ouncement based on data from
Ronald Schur emann, Director,
Division of Forestry, Kentucky
Dept. of Natural Resources, whe-
re Westvaco buys seedlings for
the program.
Approximately 41 acres in the
county have been planted with 37,-
000 trees since 1968, when West-
vaco began offering its matching
pine seedling program. Westvaco
purchases pulpwood in this area
for its new mill at Wickliffe, and
encqurages multiple-use forest
management and reforestation
practices that will help assure a
actices that will help assure a
'continuous supply of wood, water,
wildlife and recreation.
Westvaco's reforestation pro-
grams this year in the 10-state
area of its woodlands and mills
total 9.5 million seedlings given
free to landowners, 6.8 million
seedlings bought by landowners
in matching programs and 13.8
million planted on company land
this year.
The Kentucky Extension Ser-
vice, U. S. Soil Conservation Ser-
vice and local District Soil Con-
servation Boards, U. S. Agric-
ultural Stabilization and Conser-
vatton Service and its local co-
mmittees, all cooperate with
Westvaco and the Division of
Forestry in this reforestation
program.
7
1411-1111..
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MORTARFIED Put together
with a print fabric featur-
ing a brick and mortar de-
sign, by designer Heinz HEN*,
an ankle-length gown is
modeled in Rome.
Historian Sees Longer Skirts
As Evolution of Fashion
BY GAY PAULEY
NEW YORK (UN): The dbwnward trend in skirt
lengths endorsee by Paris and New York designers for
fall comes as no surprise whatsoever to the fashion his-
torians.
Let legs be the center of attraction for a few seasons,
as they have with the miniskirts, and the girl watchers get
bored with legs. Another part of the female anatomy must
get the attention.
ITS 4 LONGTIME fact in fashion, this changing fta--..
phasis on the figure, or what the psychologists call the
"th,eory of the shifting erogenous zone."
Whether it'll be plunging necklines and fitted waists
accented again still is not determined. But if fashion fol-
lows history, once again the bosom will be seotlighted.
Historian James Laver discusses the altering emphasis
in his new "Modesty in Dress, the Hide-and
-Seek Game of
Fashion From Adam and Eve to Rudi Gernreich" 
(Hough-
ton Mfflin).
He quotes one observer thusly: "Stripped to 
its essetf--
tials, fashion is no more than a series 
oNpermutations of
seven given themes, each theme being a part 
of the fem-
ale body, the breasts (neckline), waist, hips. 
buttocks, legs,
arms and length or circumference) of the 
body itself::
. each ",appear" and "disappear" as the
TaghiOrk er) graft aniFfilfr-anix 131-iF eriPtetee-
body emphasized b.y;succeeding styles. 
Thus
-breasts and legs are -lopriolifis' tri-ras/MT-11-111
-
season the neckline plunges and breasts,censequently be-
come the center of atteaction, one can be sure that in
subsequent seasons breasts will be covered and the spot-
lighe will be on legs."
Laver, who is keeper of prints ana drawings in the
Victoria and Alpert Museum. London. is the author of
several books on clothes and customs. His theory is that
"in imagination the whole female body is a desirable
object. In practice filis is not so, as anyone can testify who
has ever visited a nudist camp. Complete nudity is anti-
erotic, as soon as the shock of noveity has worn off; and it
does wear off surprisingly quickly."
I Take note. -some of your. Broadway- producerslbusy
'with nakedness and fashion designers busy with see-
throughs!). ;
INCIDENTALLY, when the see-through clothes began
to appear, they were worn with body stockings. Nothing
- new about them either.
The period followine the French Revolution featured
feminine apparel so fight-and transparent the legs were
visible beneattrthe gown 8nd pink tightsvwere the then-
body stocking.
Legs have been a bore to observers before, says Laver.
For instance, in the 1930s. Then the emphasis on bareness
shifted to the backless drese.
Watching fashion changes through the years. Laver
.onee drew up a chart to describe them It has become
known as "Lavex's law." It laid down that the same dress
is indecent' 10 years before its time, daring one year
._.• _ — • .i...r:
-Felfittelivenessi in Re tithe. dady 1hree-years af er its
-',47ftW-41128!MBri6rliM8MiumprtamiuMwee-teettra-...
after, romantic' no yeats after its time, and beautiful 150 .
years later.
• • \
FACTORY EXECUTIVE
a word to
the wives
with prices like these
every woman
should have a car
of her own...
used car
• • • \ •• • • \ • • • •. • • • . • • ..••• .•• ••••••
•
•
•
A•
1969 CAPRICE  $3875
Two-door hardtop. Dark blue bottom, white vinyl
top. 300-350 engine. turbo-hydramatic. AM-FM
radio, rear seat speaker, air conditioned, special
wheel covers, white tires, power steering, power
disc brakes, tinted glass. 5500 miles. Originally
priced at $4682.
•
•
•
•
• • • • • • •. • •
CHEVROLETS
1969 SS 396 CHEVELLE  $2975
Two door hardtop, black, four speed, bucket seats
and console.
1966 BEL AIR   $2075
Four-door, Kentucky tags, green, V-8, Power-
Glide, one owner. Sold hew in Murray. New car
trade-in.
1967 CAMARO
Two-door hardtop, Kentucky
erGlide. Really sporty.
 $1975
tags. gold. V-8, Pow-
1964 IMPALA  $875
Two door Convertible, Kentucky tags, blue. V-8,
standard shift. New car trade-in.
1966 IMPALA  $1575
Two-door hardtop, Kentucky tags, blue, V-8, Pow-
erGlide, power steering. We sold this new. A new
car trade-in.
1966 BEL AIR  $1375
Four-door. Kentucky tags, white, V-8, PowerGlide.
One owner, sold new in Murray. New car trade-in.
1962 IMPALA  $775
;Four-door hardtop, Tennessee title, green. V-8.
PowerGlide. New car trade-in.
1967 IMPALA  $1575
Two-door hardtop. Tennessee title, yellow. V-8.
standard shift, one owner. Sold new in Murray.
1966 CHEVY II  $1475
Two-door hardtop. Kentucky tags, white, 4-speed,
327. bucket seats.
1957 CHEVROLET  $1075
Two door hardtop, Kentucky tags, black, V-8,
PowerGlide. Extra, extra sharp!
1964 BEL AIR  $1075
Blue, Tenn. title, power steering, power brakes.
V-8, factory air. PowerGlide.
1965 IMPALA  $1275
Two-door hardtop, Kentucky tags, red. V-8, stand-
ard shift. Sold new in Murray. New car trade-in.
1964 BISCAYNE  $775
Two-door. Kentucky tags.Ieue. .suecylinder,  Pow-
erGlide New car trade-in.
1967 CAPRICE  $2475
Two door hardtop, Tennessee title, orchid. One
owner. Power steering, factory air, power brakes.
1963 IMPALA  $675
Four-door hardtop, Kentucky tags, blue, V-8. Pow-
erGlide. power steering, power brakes, power win-
dows.
1960 STATION WAGON  $375
Kentucky tags, white, V-8. PowerGlide, power
steering, factory air. New car trade-in.
1969 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE  $5475
Kentucky tags, red. 427 engine. Four speed.
1966 CHEVELLE
Four-door. Kentucky tags.
Glide, one owner. New car
Murray.
1964 CHEVELLE 
FORDS
1969 FORD  $2075
Two-door hardtop. Green, one owner, four speed.
1965 FALCON  $875
Four-daor, Kentucky tags, turquoise, 6-cylinder.
New car trade-in.
1967 FAIRLANE  $1675
Two door hardtop. green, V S. New car trade-in,
one owner.
PONTIACS
1967 PONTIAC  $2475
Station Wagon. Tennessee title. Cold, factory air,
power steering and brakes.
1965 PONTIAC  $1775 .
Four-door hardtop, black, loaded.
OLDSMOBILE
1955 OLDSMOBILE  $250
Two door hardtop..
BU1CiCS
1964 SKYLARK
Two-door hardtop, silver.
brakes. New car trade-in.
1964 BUICK LaSABRE
Four-door. Kentucky tags.
1960 VW
Teo-door, Kentucky tags. Black.
1964 VW
Two-door, Tennessee title. White.
 $1375
factory air, power..
 $375 -
Beige.
VOLKSWAGENS
 $475
 $775
SIMCA
1966 SIMCA  $175
Four-door, Kentucky tags. Green.
 $1675
brown. V-8, Power
trade-in, sold new in
  $975
Blue, two-door hardtop. Tennessee title, V-8. Three
speeds in floor.
1966 SS 3% CHEVELLE  $1675
Two-door hardtop, Kentucky tags, blue, four-speed.
bucket seats. New car trade-in.
1965 IMPALA SS  $1475
Two door hardtop. PowerGlide. V-8, 327. New car
trade-in.
1969 OPEL
Rally, two-door. Kentucky tags, gold,
Rally equipment.
___OPEL
 $2275
four-speed.
TRUCKS —
1966 CHEVROLET 1/2-TON
Kentucky tags. Green. Short, wide bed.
1965 FORD VAN 
Six-cylinder, automatic.
1965 GMC 1/2-TON
V-6, PowerGlide. New truck trade-in.
1953 FORD 1-TON
Kentucky tags. Red. Cattle racks.
1964 EL CAMINO PICKUP
Kentucky tags, white. V-8, PowerGlide. New
trade-in.
1968 CHEVROLET PICKUP, 1/2-TON
Kentucky tags. blue, 6-cylinder. One
truck trade-in.
1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP, 1/2-TON
Six-cylinder, standard shift. New truck trade-in.
1%9 VAN MTh
Was $28.75. 'eSow. 6-cylinder, straight shift 
 $1275
• • It $475
 $875
 $475
 $1375
truck
DWAIN TAYLOR
see. ca„ CHEVROLET INC.
( .4F vc4OLET
 $1775
owner. New
 $1175
CHEVROLET
Charlie Jenkins - Clyde5teele - J. H. ( Hardi mop) Nix,-1......../......., --...,  .... .... .. r -----------: . m ••••••, -•—•., _ _ .__ _
outh 12th Street hone.75 3-2 6 1 7-, .....,.....0,.. -....,..-.., -...•- *—"TIIP•••`••••
, Murray, Kentucky
•
•••••,, !or-
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKSIO
OPEN TIL 9 P.M.
FRESH
39 LB SHOULDER
Svas
Nmium
roW
ARMOUR CANNED
$2.89
KREY ALL MEAT
BALOGNA
La 490
ARMOUR *
PA'
14,
BEEF ...... TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEIN
CHUCK
ROAST
LB.
VEGETABLE SHORTENING
CRISCO
3 Lb. Can
79c
BACON
12 OZ.
CHASE & SANBORN
COFFEE
65cI Lb. Can
SUNSHINE
HYDROX
COOKIES
230Z. 55C
ANGLER's
BOUNTY
SALMON
Ne, I Can
TOWELS
Jumbo
SUNFLOWER KELLOGS
69' CORN
MEAL FLAKES
39c 5 Lbs 120z 290
FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acres All Flavors
CREAM PIES 
BindietpleifiTurkey-Chicken
CHOCK WAGON PATTIES
-PASCO
14 Oz. 3/89
1980z.
10 Patties 99
60L 2/23tLEMONADE
COLONIAL
BREAD
Loaf 4 UM CookingAPPLES
Hawaiian Punch
350460z.
BETTY CROCKER
CAKE MIX
FARM FRESH PRODUCE
RED
PEACHES 
Lb.
FreshACHE
JUMBO 
CANTALOUPES 
Stalk  219:tCELERY  
100
SHOWBOAT
PORK
BEANS
No. 300 Can
0/990 
10 Lb. 39t
Lb.
TONY's
DOG FOOD
15 Oz 3/24
DEL ITED
Apple-Grape Jelly
3318 Oz.
PARKAY gill' 'AL
MF ATS
.141011010110
01.1111'
GERBERS
STRAINED
OLEO BABY
FOOD
LB. 250 41/2 
Oz. Jar
§YriDAYpyStarch
22..39,
NIBLET
Whole Kernel
CORN
1201/45C
NABISCO
Vanilla Wafers
or
Vanilla - Creams:
II Oz. or 12 Oz. 2/69c
SINGLE SLICED
KRAFT
:::c$ 
12 Oz. 59c
GIANT SIZE
FAB
10 c Off IN
SE AL TEST
Mu west
ICE MILK
/2 Gal. 39'
Kitchen Kraft
8Iackeyed
PEAS
No. 
300 Can 2/29c
SALAD DRESSING o
Miracle
Whip
ot. 53  
HUNTS  
Whole
Tomatoes
No.
300 Can
DEL MONTE
ATS1/ 332?Oz
Chamiin Tissue
4 Rolls
DEL MONTE Sliced or-Hatves
PEACHES
Oz. Can 3/890
^
ALABAMA GIRL
HAMBURGER
.7j)laL:
. 07.
22 Oz. 39c
DEL MONTE
Sliced or Crushed
•Pineapple
No. 2 Can 69C
LUTON Lemon Flavored Mix
ICED TEA
•
Farn:IyISIze150
oftrorialwal
•
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iGrand Canyon's First Exploration
'!Just 100 Years Ago This Summer
The Grand Canyon. Almost directly in center of this pidvre the Colorado River can Ise -leen.
By JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Press Association
Correspondent
WASHINGTON — Scientist-3
are observing this year the
100th anniversary of a great
exploratory feat by John Wes-
ley Powell. Comparatively few
Americans can recall the name
or what he did, but in his day
he was a national hero to mil-
lions.
For John Wesley Powell and
an intrepid band of five com-
panions traversed the last un-
explored region in the United
States and in doing so con-
quered the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado.
The mountain men and the
Indians said it couldn't be done
arid predicted they would never
return alive. But Powell proved
them wrong. The expedition be-
gan with 10 men. One left it
early and three others were
slain by Indians.
---7whion Powell and the remain-
der of the expedition reached
the mouth of the Grand Canyon
and civilization on August 29,
1869, their feat captured the
Imagination of the nation.
• • •
F:OWELL was an unusual man
In many respects. Although he
lost his right arm in 1862 at
the Battle of Shiloh, he con-
tinued to serve in the Union
Army for another three years.
Powell never graduated from
college, but he was a professor
of geology and natural Illetory
at Illinois State Normal Uni-
versity. A self-taught geologist,
anthropoligist and sociologist,
he played a major role in the
development of the arid regions
of the West.
Powell, after an exploratory
trip to the Rocky Mountains,
was convinced the Grand Can-
yon could be conquered. He had
four sturdy rowboats construct-
Builders of England's Glory,
by Godfrey E. Turton.
- (Doubleday, $6.95)
Prof. Turton writes of the
Tudors with both academic ac-
curacy and the juicy gossip of
an historian who wants to be
read.
From the clan warfare of
medieval Wales came some of
the gaudiest sovereigns ever to
rule England: Henry VII, who
winced at chopping heads;
Henry VIII, who did not wince;
the boy Edward VI, who died
as he was beginning to show
what a teen-ager could do on
the throne; Queen Mary, usually
called "Bloody M.,ry" with good
reason, and the greatest of them
all, Queen Elizabeth I. who wore
her crown even better than her
red wig (she was virtually bald
at age 30).
It is the stuff from which
historical novels are made.
There is Henry VIII riding out
to meet one of his wives for
the first time, stuffing his gifts
back into his pockets after see-
ing her face (Holbein, sent to
paint the lady, flattered her be-
yond recognition).
The Tudors died out with
Elizabeth. But those wild.Welsh,
though the red dragon.of Wales
was stripped from the royal toat
of arms, still leave England a
tradition of spitting fire.
Richard H. Growald (UPI)
Last Stop Camp 7, by Hans
I lelinitit K irst.
((ott ard-NIcCarin, $5.95)
The author of 'the Night of
the Generals is writing about
Nazi Inge igs again. this 1
Rs ifies await their fate .' hi au
kniericali-rtin internment
iflerrhi'i'rftuanrrrendv'v:- --
a ittii the% Sr.' not the ventral
characters - innocent anti gtuult
alike 11442% nig in idle imprison-
ment and speculation .1m. their
John Wesley Powell
ed and financed the expedition
with funds solicited from col-
leges and friends and with free
railroad passes for his men and
I supplies.
• • •
POWECL.L began the 91-day,
900-mile trip on May 29, 1869 at
Green River Station, Wyoming
Territory, a trip that was to
take him down the Green and
Colorado Rivers through what
is now Wyoming, Utah, Arizona
and Nevada. He was then 35.
One man, Frank Goodman,
left the expedition early in the
journey. Three others—William
Dunn, 0. G. Howland and Sen-
BOOKS
fate, they are catalysts for the
interaction between Ted Harte,
camp's chief Interrogation
'nicer, and Capt. Frank Keller,
camp commandant.
If. power corrupted the Nazis,
it is beginning to do the same
"to Keller, a second generation
American of German descent.
He and Mote, a German Jew
who immigrated to the United
States in the early Hitler years,
are at loggerheads about whether
the end justifies the means in
pursuing individual Nazi war
guilt.
To Keller, a Nazi automatic-
ally is guilty of war crimes and
he doesn't care how he goes
about proving it. Harte wants
the guilty punished -- but only
the guilty.
Their differences are spelled
out in the case of internee
Manfred Hauser, complicated bt
Keller's affair with Haulier s
beautiful wife, and finally re-
solved in a book that is More
philosophical than fastmoving,
but nevertheless engrossing. • 
Joan Hanauer (UPI)
* * *
The Polities of the Gospel.
by Jean-Marie Paupert, trans-
lated by Cregor Roy, foreword
by Daniel Berrigan, S.J.
(Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
S4.95).
Christ's Gospel is a political
manifesto, this French theolo-
gian insists. Key plank in the
Gospel party platform: , Love
one another.
There's room in the Gospel
government for monarchists,
theocrats, Democrats, Republi-
cans, Christians, Jews, %mien's,
$un worshippers. Non-believers
hsv.c rilookoprgienttdion, •
11e lose-freedoms under this
--regittier--Setne- -thenst..:14er,.
dm' of war, violence, Social
injustice. racism, child abuse,
hunger.
Of course, this is in. over-
eca Howland—left the party
near Grand Canyon, Ariz., and
were killed by Indians on the
North Rim.
The remainder, including John
Wesley Powell, W. H. Powell,
W. R. Hawkins, A. Hall, J. C.
Sumner and G. Y. Bradley,
pushed on, their 10-month sup-
ply of provisions down to five
days'. rations when they reached
the Grand Canyon.
. Two days later, however, the
group had safely traversed the
canyon and arrived at the junc-
tion - with the-Rio Virgin in
southern Nevada, to the antaze-
ment of a small group of Mor-
mon fishermen encamped there.
DESPITE the national ac-
claim, Powell was not satisfied.
He felt the trip had been too hur-
ried to be fruitful in its scien-
tiffc results. So another expedi-
tion was planned, this time with,
government support. The sec-
ond exploration of the Colorado
River was conducted in 1871
and 1872. Its major task was to
survey a 15-mile area on each
side of the river.
Powell devoted a good part
of his life thereafter to the de-
velOpment of the arid regions
of the West. He, is regarded as
the father of the U.S. Geological
Survey, which he headed for 12
years, and the Bureau of Recla-
mation, both in the Interior
Department, and of the Bureau
of American Ethnology of the
Smithsonian Institution, which
he also directed for years.
Powell died at the age of 68
in 1902 at Haven, Maine. A giant
granite monolith marks the spot
in Arlington National Cemetery
where he lies buried. In com-
memoration of the centennial,
the U.S. government authorized
a six-cent postage stamp for
Aug. 1 issue.
simplified rendering of Pau pe rt
thesis. Deceptively brief, his
work seems to kneek-holy
out of the •theory that-politics
and religion don't mix. .
Paupert reminds you that you
vote every moment. He makes
you think that now might be a
very good time to come to the
aid of the party.
Joe O'Sullivan (UPI)
* * *
The Sixth Wife, by Jean
Plaidy.
(G.P. Putnam's Sons, $5.95)
Historical novel buffs will
find The Sixth Wife entertain-
ing reading, especially those with
an interest in England's House
of Tudor.
The book deals with the
court of Henry VIII at the time
Katharine Parr was the ruler's
sixth' and last queen.
The ill and aging monarch
took Katharine, twice a widow,
as his wife, the author says,
because after divorcing a coople
'of wives and ordering others
beheaded, including Anne
Boles n. • ',le had been without
a wile for a year -- "It was a
long time to be without a wife."
Although she loved Sir Thomas
Seymour, later Lord Adniiral,
Katharine wed the 'king and
managed to keep her head on
her shoulders until his death
four years later.
The Sixth Wife, like Miss
Plaigy's previous novel, "Royal
Road to Totheringay," about
Mary Queen of Scots, is filled
with colorful and dramatic his-
toric events. It is a book that
will delight and engross histori-
cal adventure lovers.
Patricia E.
a a
Shaw and The Doctors, by
Roger fic -
(Basic, $5.95)
George Bernard Shaw was
WKDNESDAY — AUGUST 6, 1969
Draft Officials Say Hershey Dominates Selective Service
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. (UPI)
—The outgoing chairman of the
National Selective Service Ap-
peal Board and a board
member who resigned last
month charge that Selective
Service Director Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey runs roughshod over
the supposedly independent
board.
In fact, the member who
resigned, Dr. Kenneth
Clement of Bratenahl, Ohio,
believes Hershey should be
retired and replaced by a
civilian since "for some time
now, he has been unable to
distinguish between himself and
the Selective Service."
Judge Henry J. Gwiazda of
New Britain, the outgoing
appeal board chairman, said
Hershey's bureaucratic
maneuvering and meddling in
the board's activities impeded
justice in many draft cases and
was aimed at reducing the
board to a rubber stamp for
Hershey's policies.
"We are not only under
General Hershey's thumb, we
are actually subject to hum"
Gwiazda told UPI in an
interview.
Submits Resignation
Gwiazda, who has submitted
his resignation from the board
at the request of President
Nixon, said Hershey, 75,
appointed director in 1948 by
President Harry S Truman, has
used his position to quash board
options which, by executive
order, are supposed to be
independent of the director of
the selective service system.
Most intolerable has been the
board's inability to appoint an
executive secretary—who must
not be affiliated with the
military, Gwiazda said.
The executive secretary of
the National Selective Service
Appeal Board is the key man,
according to Gwiazda, responsi-
ble for running the board's
Washington office and, most
important, for funneling infor-
mation about the draft appel-
lant to the three board
members whose final decision
carries the weight of the
President. '
Gwiazda said Hershey had
Time For a Dime!
Parking Meters Collect
$160 Million Per Year!
Parking meters of this type can "handle" two cars at a time
though the municipality need erect them on only single pole.
By MICHAEL REMAS
Central Press Association Correspondent
IT MAY SEEM LIKE only yesterday, but the parking meter---
that little device where you pay time to park your car --is 35
years old.
It all started in Oklahoma City back in 1934 when Carl Magee,
editor of the Oklahoma City News, and Gerald Hale, an Okla-
homa State University instructor, perfected the device that today
Is found on streets and in parking lots across the nation.
Magee had thought of such a device as a means to clear the
city's streets of traffic congestion by requiring parking motorists
to buy the time their cars spent at the curbs. Hale worked out the
clock-like device that times the amount of parking time pur-
chased by nickels and dimes in-
serted by motorists, usually is listed today in the
The city set up 150 of the general fund portion of a mu-
meters on an experimental basis nicipality's budget, meaning it
In July 1935, and its success in can be used for other purposes.
regulating parking soon was The trend which developed a
followed, by_other cltes an
communities. As tht
two men formed .Magee-Hale
Co., which was purchased in
1963 'by Rockwell Parking Me-
ter Co.
• • •
NOT everyone has been satis-
fied with parking meters, how-
ever. A taxpayers suit in Eas-
ton, Pa., for example, challenged
the legality of charging money
for parking on a public street. nes have parking meters to
The court, however, ruled that regulate parking within their
race. the city erected the me-
ters to regulate parking and
ease traffic congestion they
were lawful, as long as they
were not intended solely to pro-
vide revenue, per meter in towns of less than
While meter money in those 2,500 population to $111.75 in
early days was used mainly for cities having more than a mil-
street parking improvements. It lion residents.
so consistently critical of the
medical profession that he was
widely regarded as "anti-scienti-
fic," even by such eminent com-
mentators as Julian Huxley and
Earl (Bertrand) Russell.
Not so, says Roger Bexill,
whose "Shaw and the Doctors'
summarizes what the famous
iconoclast said and analyzes, his
reasons:
Resin shows that Shaw hail
some unfortunate personal ex-
perience which predisposed him
against such prevailing medical
beliefs of his time as immuno-
logy, the germ theory and vivi
sec tion.
More than this. the author
says Shaw's attitude toward doc-
tors was a consequence of his
whole world view, colored as
much by Shelly and Blake (and
ultimately by "the gospel of
Urea Commtmisti ChriaLScion.
MI Mit Ilirbit 911;W-or', ar-4
2rIlLodikx, sc ion ti fie, sot./ rc es .
considirel—irt7' ;cal
causes: of (tiescasc were capitalist
economies and ntechahistic
medicine. The cures he en.
few. years back to. abolish nark-
ing meters also died in the small
d medium-size cities where
It originated. The National
League of Cities and the In-
ternational Municipal Parking
Congress reports that of the
87 communities which removed
their meters, a dozen had re-
turned all or some of them to
the streets.
Today, about 4,000 communi-
boundaries.
The pennies, nickels, dimes,
and quarters they take in
amount to about $160 million
annually ranging from $44.69
visioned were socialism in gen-
eral and in particular the Life
Force, a Shavian adaptation of
a general form of medical belief
known as vitalism.
Examination-ef Shaw's med-
ical views is interesting, exhaus-
tive and convincing.
Doug Anderson (UPI)
* * *-
Chelsea Brown
in 'Flying Nun'
1101,1,YW(OD (UPI) - Chelsea
Brown, the Negro beauty of
television 's " Laugh-In" series last
season, will play a guest role in
"The Flying Nun." 
* *
* 
Goes full eyrie
LOOk42-1-WOOD 41.111)--; Once,
movie series, (Yen a television
rig*, -41.iidget.: Jett' may 1,4L the
big screen treatment as a movie-
fur-television when Screen Gems
films "Gidgef-Grows Up" star-
ring Karen Valentine.
63,500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-20 — 200 series tractor with hydraulicstraight blade, double drum power control unit, metal cab — PRICE  $12,000
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HD-5 crawler loader with GM 2-71 dIesel angina, 13" trackshoes, 1% yard bucket — "Mechanics Special" — PRICE  61,750
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model HD-11B tractor with hydraulic straight blade, 20" track
shoes, metal cab — PRICE 
66,250
CATERPILLAR Model 955 crawler loader with pony starting engine, 1% yard bucket—PRICE 
66,590
CATERPILLAR-MAR 07 tractor, 31' series, straight blade, double drum power control
unit, HYSTER D7N Winch—"Mechanics Spector — PRICE  64,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model 22-8 CRANE with INC Model UD-14 diesel engine, no front —
PRICE
$4,250
offered him Col. Francis S.
Drath and Col. George J.
Wendel—both of the Selective
Service staff to brief the cases.
Civilian Board A Must
Wendel, according to Gwiaz-
da, had even gone so far as to
say he "could only brief the
cases part time," because he
had commitments to the
Selective Service System.
Gwiazda pointed out that the
Universal Military Training and
Service Act of 1948 requires
that the board be civilian and
completely independent of the
Selective Service System—And
the director of the Selective
Service.
Gwiazda said Hershey has
used one paragraph of that act,
which says the Selective
Service System must provide
compensation, offices and other
necessary facilities at its
headquarters to give himself
budget control and power over
the board.
Gwiazda said he had recently
requested Col. Robert T. Hays,
retired head of the legal
divuion of the Selective Ser-
vice, to fill the post of
executive secretary. Hays fit
the civilian bill because he had
retired, Gwiazda said, and he
met all the qualifications
because he was a lawyer and
was familiar with the adminis-
tration of Selective Service
laws.
Gwiazda said the appointment
was not permitted—by Hershey
—"because we would then have
a man as competent as the
man running Hershey's legal
division."
Issues Directive
Gwiazda said he had issued a
directive to Col. Thomas M.
Pickle, chief of the Administra-
tive Division of the Selective
Service to inscribe Hays on the
personnel rolls and, "It was
there that I obviously had
stepped on the director's toes."
Gwiazda said all three of the
board members were called in
by Hershey, and "it was
pointed out to us that he is the
one to take charge of this
personnel thing, and he is the
one who is going to furnish us
the people and that we, or I
particularly, have no authority
to issue directives." This sort
of meddling, and the handling
of personnel, according to
Gwiazda, is done by Hershey
under the guise of "services,"
also required of the director
under the 1948 act.
Supporting Gwiazda's claim
that the board is hamstrung by
Hershey, Clement, a board
member whose resignation was
accepted by President Nixon
last month, told UPI, "especial-
ly for the last six months, the
general has stepped_ up his
efforts to interfere. I underaa
stand since I left, the generaNI
did put Col. Wendel in as
executive secretary of the
board. The bias is already
introduced by having a military
man as executive secretary."
Clement added, "My exper-
ience is that this country would
be benefited by the retirement
of Gen. Hershey and his
replacement by a civilian. For
some time now, he has been
unable to distinguish between
himself and the Selective
Service."
MOON —This photo of the lunar surface was made from inside the Lunar Module as it
sat on Tranquility Base, the Moon, July 21. In the far background is the Passive Seismic
Experiments Package, which has relayed Moonquakes back to Earth. To the right and
close to the camera is the Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector. Footprints are very distinct.
New Menace
For Mailman
ST. LOUIS (UPI) -
Mailman Harry Beck was de-
livering the mail in suburban
Kirkwood when a rooster anise—
ked and spurred him.
Cops' Day
HELSINKI, Finland (UPI) -
Police have adopted as their
slogan for their annual national
day: "A Day Without Police?"
e aren't going on strike,"- 
..said the police commandant.
"But we want to make people
think what life would be like if
nobody chased the criminals."
* * *
Zsa Zsa Cameos
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Zsa
Zsa Gabor will play a cameo role
lillUrre -
"Bracken's World"
BRANDIES MACHINERY
USED EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TD-9-92 series with direct start diesel engine,4 in 1 bucket — 1% yard capaLity — PRICE  66.500,
angle blade. 20" track shoes — PRICE 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TO-15 — I51 aeries tradir ,with hydraulic
67,500
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER Model TO-16A tractor with BUCYRUS-ER1E hydraulicstraight blade. 20" track shoes — PRICE 
HOUGH Model HA Payloader with Waukesha gas **Sim, two wheel drive, % yardbucket — PRICE  
HOUGH Model HF Payloader with lumber forks, no bucket, Hercules gas engine, two
wheel drive — PRICE 
$2,250
CATERPILLAR Model 960 rubber tired loads,' with V-11 (Heel engine, 23.5 x 2$ tires, en-
closed cab, 4 yard spade nose bucket — PRICE
NORT14-1116.TLIPIE 14t0HWAY -
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001
TOM SHEPHERD (502) 443-4591 or 442-1289
yards heaped capacity — PRICE 
$32,500
ALLIS-CHALMERS Model TS-360 Motor Scraper with 6 cylinder A.G. diesel engine, 20yards heaped capacity, 24.00 x 29 tires — PRICE  65,000
BUCYRUS-ERIE Model 5.91 pull scraper with 16.00 x tires, low profile bowl, 15
 $2,750
BARBER-GREENE Model TA-30 wheel ditcher with GM 3-53 diesel engine, lir pads,
10" buckets for 15" cut, less than 200 hours. 1%9 model — PRICE *$19,900
Brandeis Machinery it §upply Corporation
• 0.6. sox 1m
LoutivILLE KENTUCKY 40201
ANUAL C SHARP (502) 6374741
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — An ab-
wince of education is a social
taboo in today's society, and
the high school dropout is scor-
ned. Too often the dropout turns
to crime to bridge the gap be-
tween have and have not.
Many dropouts turned crimi-
nal in Kentucky are eventually
caught and punished for their
crimes. A likely place for them
Is the Kentucky State Reforma-
tory at LaGrange, where they
lose their citizenship and are
placed in society's lowest niche.
if and when parole comes, it
is an uphill battle for the ex-
can. Most have gotten out with-
out an opportunity to learn a
trade, which makes a return to
crime a popular alternative,
which eventually leads hack to
the pen.
The Department of Correc-
tions, in cooperation with the
Bureau of Vocational Educa-
tion and Bureau of Rehabilita-
tion Services, has sought to
ve inmates a chance to learn
a trade to use if and when pa-
role comes.
The prison vocational school
offers 12 different vocational
programs to inmates, accord-
to Billy R. Howard, Direc-
tor of Education and Spacial
Services in the Department of
Corrections. Among the skills
inmates can learn are: auto
body repair and mechanics, car-
pentry, drafting, printing, in-
dustrial lcoectricity and radio-
TV repair.
"We put more emphasis on
vocational training than any
other aspect of our educational
program," Howard said. "It has
gone over well among the in-
mates.
Howard said the training has
helped parolees find "better
and more meaningful jobs."
Lack of adequate facilities
lass been a problem in the past,
and aided in limiting the num-
ber of participants to about 100
last session.
But two new vocational ed-
ucation buildings at the Refor-
matory will provide more ad.'"
equate space and facilities for
about 200 participants. T h e
buildings will be in use in Sep-
tember. Rehabilitation Services
furnished money for the two
buildings and their equipment,
while the Bureau of Vocation-
al Education built a greenhouse
which will provide for a class
ein horticulture.The three participating ag-
encies are staffing the facilities,
and the Department of Correc-
tions will provide maintenance
and utilities.
Gov. Louie B Nunn budgeted
$75,000 for coninuation of the
programs in the state's last
budget.
Classroom work is related to-
the vocational programs, ac-
cording to Howard. "If an in-
mate is to learn a skill, he
must first know how to read
directions, "Howard said. The
average inmate hehe has only
a fifth or sixth grade education,
so some of them first need bas-
ic literacy skills before they
can gat into vocational train-ing!.
Howard was elated over co-
operation between the three
state government units in init-
iating the new facilities and
▪ programs. "I'm more proud of
the cooperative atmoaphere in
getting this project off the
ground than I am of anything
else," Howard said. "It sets the
tempo for what can be done if
two or more state agencies get
together and aim their talents
toward one goal."
• • (>014.f:works( A6ONE
hand together on the canifils
iatexn 
;,ity in Ypsilanti as police
continue the seareh for a sex
slayer who has killed seYgn
young girls and roting wo-
nienin the aro ,
Siellie Beans 
STOKELY
Party Peas 
STOKELY CUT
Green Beans 
The program offers vocation-
al training to inmates which
can help them pursue a useful
life upon parole. But whet of
the hidden factors of job place-
ment? What about the fact that
employers are often wary about
hiring an ex-con?
"That is still a factor," How-
ard said "We're making head-
way . . . but it's something
that's hard to overcome."
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FOUGHT SHARK WHILE CROSSING ATLANTIC- An English-
man who rowed across the Atlantic Ocean alone in si),
months, John Fairfax, 32, brandishes the knife he says he
used to battle a shark on his way to New York City.
TURKEY u.S.D.A. Frozen
Hindquarters Lb 354
3%058.6, Up
 Lb 434
FRESH ROASTING
Chicken
BREAST PORTION
Chicken
LEG PORTION  
Chickens
u.S.D.A. GRADE A a Lbs. & Up.
Baking Hens Lb.
BONE IN
Rib Steaks Lb 
$109
CHUNK
Braunschweiger 1.!.  584
COUNTRY STYLE 
Lb. 684Pork Ribs
Center Cut Blade
CHUCK STEAK
SlJPE RIGZ B
4TH & 5TH
RIBS
1ST RIBS L.
/
ULTRA BRITE 84 OFF
0Z TUB},Toothpaste 6% 
Broadway
By JACK GAVER
UPI Drama Editor
to the success of
NEW YORK (UPI)—Drama Levin production
on the grand scale, many- ing.
scened and teeming with play- It is a pleasure to have this
ers, has come to Broadway in -sort of production once again_  
biographical play
The drama begins with a
campaign in American sports
circles to find someone to put
the recently crowned Negro
champion, here called Jack
Jefferson, in his place. 'The un-
defeated retired white cham-
pion is persuaded to try a
comeback, loses and Jefferson
The Great White Hope" at
the Alvin Theater.
Newcomer Howard Sackler
has written an engrossing epi-
sodic play that rolls along ex-
citingly most of the time with
a larger-than-life flavor thanks than in the case of a new dra-
to the expert direction of Ed- ma. Such a play, when It suc-
win Sherin whose contribution ceeds, as does this one, gives a
PE ED,:
WHOLE 
/
YER
29c
9cYellow Onions Lb 
Lb 79t <----, HONEYDEWS
NEW GREEN
Cabbage  - Head
JUMBO
NEW CROP
California
NEW CROP
Bartlett Pears
JANE PARKER
APPLE
PIE
ONLY
MGM PRESENTS
A VALUABLE
COMMEMORATIVE
---,REGGVIROF
THE
FIRST
WORDS
SPOKEN
BY MAN
ON THE MOON!
FEATURING
THE ACTUAL VOICES OF
Aisronauta NMI A. Armstrong.
kilichado Contras and
faro E. NO*, Jf.
SUPPLY
LIMITED'
A ,,RICELE• SS COLLECTOR'S ITEM,
..taf,ittod
HUGH DOWNS
A Mat
PURCHASE
this Herman
Is outstand-
because in these days of enor-
mous costs it is rare that any-
one dares attempt such a
splurge except in the musical
field where the odds for suc-
cess are a little morealavorable
lift to a whole season.
Sackler's story is an epic one
about a proud Negro prize-
fighter in the early years of
this century who is his own
man and lives as he wants to.
Basically, it is the story of Jack
Johnson, the first Negro heavy-
weight champion, but the au-
thor has made various changes.
and this is not an exact auto-
Sy
eriiA 615
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rides higher than ever.
He lives extravagantly, -and
antagonizes both whites and
blacks because of his prefer-
ence for white women. He diti-
caras a black common-law wile
to take a white paramour. Of-
ficial efforts to "get him" re-
sult in a trumped-up Mann Act
charge, and he and the woman
have to flee the country.
Several years of travel
around Europe bring disillu-
sionment and hard times, but
eventually a "great white hope"
appears on the boxing hori-
zon, and Jefferson is approach-
ed about a title fight in which
he would lose deliberately in
return for the droopiniz of
charges.
STOKELY SALE!
17 OZ. CREAM STYLE WHITE CORNOR _WHOLE KERNEL
60Z. BOTTLE 
5 OZ. JAR
4.3 OZ. TUBE  
SPECIAL LOW PRICE
A & P
100%
Colombian
Coif**
1 Lb. Tin
CAKE MIXES
18 OZ.
BOXES
-SAVE 36t-
aid THE FRUITS YOURS For
LOOK FOR THIS SPECIAL OFFER ON
OUR DUIVCAN HINES CAKE MIX I
=PLAY- —
PEACHES CANS
IVORY
FLAKES
12 OZ
364 
DREFT
18-0 Z
37t 
2 LB
83t
3 28 Oz.Cans 0
3 IS Os. ,.
5 LB. 40Z.
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iza Minnelli Judy's'
By ARMY ARCHERD
1 , Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Will Liza
kinnelli carry on the happy
allow biz tradition of her late
mother, Judy Garland? It looks
Ake she will---and more so. She
ia showing even greater strength
and stability at the age of 23.
When we spoke to her father,
director Vincente Minnelli,
ihortly after Judy's funeral, he
told us, "Liza is wonderful.
amazing. She handled every-
thing herself."
„Almost immediately after the
naouniing period, Liza jumped
into her second starring film,
"'tell Me That You Love Me,
Arnie Moon," for veteran film
ntaker Otto Preminger. It is a
highly dramatic role in which
Liza plays a girl who is facial-
ly scarred throughout the film.
Her co-stars are also playing
handicapped youngsters and e
their search for love.
• • •
IT COULD easily be said that
Liza has been searching for
something all her life—due to
the heartbreak she watched her
mother endure.
But Liza, although always
appearing wide-eyed and fright-
ened to the general public, has
also seemed to us to be deter-
mined and well-grounded emo-
tionally despite upheavals in her
young life.
At 19, for example, Liza won
a Tony for her role in Broad-
way's "Flora the Red Menace."
She had been schooled in rep-
ertory before jumping into big-
time stage acting. She toured
the hinterlands with her sing-
ing act before playing the big
clubs. Some other second gen-
eration youngsters started
strictly at the top. But not Liza.
. • •
WHEN we saw her at the Co-
coanut Grove in Los Angeles,
Liza created., the same excite-
ment we recalled in shows of
her mother's. Can Liza help it
If she looks and sounds like
Judy?
Further,: she's tackling film
roles her mother would not
Replacement
Liza Minn*Ili and a newcomer, Wendell
Burton, "do their thing" in new film.
have been able to handle at
such an early age. IDown, Gar-
land fans—wait till you see
Liia's films!)
In her first film, "The Sterile
Cuckoo," Liza plays a college
girl who has an affair. But she
says it's a love story told in a
way that makes it a part of
what's happening today. (Liza
is married to Peter Allen).
• • •
MISS MINNELLI should be a
big hit with the generation she
portrays in the film. "Today's
young people have something to
say and they want to be heard,"
she says. "There's a lot of talk
about a lack of communication
--a communication gap- but I
RUMMY—Starting a two-day visit in Torbay, England, to
review Britain's western fleet, Princess Anne is given a
sample glass of grog--a rum drink -by an unidentified
naval officer. Cablephoto )
1 
think that sometimes the older
generation doesn't want to lis-
ten to what is being said and*
they don't fully understand The
terms being used.
"That doesn't mean the things
being said are not legitimate
or that the expressions used are
not effective. Take phrases like
'up tight' or 'hang-ups' or 'do-
ing your thing'—they're beauti-
ful means for expressing an
idea,"
Sure, Liza admits she has her
hang-ups. But she's not up tight
because, like her mother- and
her father, Liza Minnelli is do-
ing her thing. And Judy would
have been proud of this new
bag. Her dad is.
Wednesday, August 6
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at the Oaks Country
Club at 12:15 p.m. with Jackie
Waterfield as hostess and Mae
Simmons as eo-hostess. Other
hostesses are Jeannie Critten-
den, Jo Lovett, Virginia Mor-
gan, Dixie Hopkins, Suzanne
Heilig, Barbara Hudson, Juan-
ita Stallons, Edith Story, Car-
olyn Reagan, Ruth Calhoun,
and Dorothy Byrn.
• • •
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Woman's Missionary
Society will meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m.
Food and Brains i ing car sideline with the pur-
_COLLEGE sTATION_Tm chase of three Formula A E4s
(DPI) - Severe malnutrition in speedsters from Dan Gurney's
the first months of life stunts a AU-American Racers.
child's brain growth, according
to a food and nutrition specialist.
Frances Reasonover, exten-
sion foods and nutrition specialist
for Texas A & M University, said
research showed the critical per-
iod is over after six months.
* * *
Garner's Sidline
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
James Garner continues his rac-
* * *
' Philippines
export rice
MANILA (UPI) -
Philippines became a rice ex-
porter for the first time in 1968,
selling 36,500 metric tons of
surplus cereal to India and
Indonesia worth $5,835,840.
The
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church Wo-
man's Missionary Society is
scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
• • •
Saturday, August 8
The Bethel Cemetery Assoc-
iation will hold its annual
meeting nt:Ion am at •the
cemetery.
• • •
Sunday, August
The annual reunion of the
family of Henry Vinson will
be held at Kenlake State Park
All friends and relatives are
Invited to attend.
* * *
Acreage planted to rice in
Texas is now five times greater
than in 1930.
V044, V444 irkfilI4
According to the Nutrition Fou-
nclation, Inc., malnutrition espec-
ially protein deficiency early in
life permanently affects learn-
ing, memory and suitable be-
havior. The brain in a child
reaches about 80 percent of its
adult weight by the age of three
when the body is little more than
20 percent of its adult weight.
Therefore, be sure your child
receives a well balanced diet.
- Miss Patricia Everett, Benton,
Ky. 42025 Telephone - 527-6601,
- -
During the hot weather of July
and most of August it is best
to keep most of the bloom buds
pinches off the hybrid tea roses.
This means more beautiful flow-
ers in the fall which will have
much better color than during
the hot weather. - Mrs. Maxine
Griffin, Clinton, Ky. 42031 Tele-
phone - 663-2231.
Be A Good Traveler....Plastic
bags are the tools of good pack-
ing. Leave your dresses and suits
in plastic laundry bags. Whether
you follow the roll-up or told-it-
flat method, these help you pack
tightly without crushing clothes.
Put shoes, bags and less used
items in the bottom of the case.
Tuck small items such as hos-
iery, gloves, etc. in them. Cos-
metics are best carried in a
separate case. This can serve
as a dressing table with no need
to unpack each time you stop
off. A good method for arranging
cosmetics is to pack go-togethers
in individual plastic bags, for
instance-face care tool in one
bag, teeth care in another, etc.
Plastic jars and bottles are light-
weight, so use them whenever
possible. - Mrs. Catherine Tho-
mpson, Hickman, Ky. 42050, Tel.
236-2351.
Teenagers - The average you-
ng person hates to be a -wet
blanket" or to "kill a party".
Many young people take a chance
on their parents understanding
rather than the gang. When par-
ents and youth have mutual con-
fidence in each other, such ques-
tions as to where they are going,
who is going, kind of activity, etc.
can be discussed and decisions
made. This will give parents
and youth the assurance andtrust
of each other.
Youth sometimes refuse to
take responsibility because they
are afraid of it. They have never
been given any responsibility at
home. Youth needs reasonably
predictable behavior on the part
of parents so that he knows what
to expect. This is a decisive fac-
tor in a teen-agers growth. When
pas cuts are tmable-to ctecittewhat
they are trying to teach their
children what they expect of
them, the youngsters become the
decision makers. This age group
is not qualified to make big de-
cisions. - Miss Irma Hamilton -
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Telephone -
247-2334.
Design directions in furniture
for the fall of 1969 include the
following:
Modern will be cleaner and
more refined and softer. It is
molded and more curvaceous,
with strong Italian influences.
Modern has a more formal look.
It will include such materials
as steel and plexiglas. Upholster-
ed furniture is becoming simpler
and better designed. Italy has a
big influence on modern furni-
ture and has the best innovators.
The designs fit the times of
today. They are comfortable and
appealing. - Mrs. Mildred Potts,
La Center, Ky. 42056, Tel, 665-
5671.
Detergents, dyes, bleaches,
water softeners and other clean-
ing and whitening agents should
be stored out of the reach of
children in the laundry room.
Sometimes the intriguingly-shap-
ed containers and powder-like
consistency of the items make
them fun-playthings, But Dan-
gerous!! - Mrs. Barletta Wra-
ther, Murray, Ky. 42071,
phone - 753-1452.
Memphis Builder --
Gets Hospital Job
PARIS, Tenn., July 29. — A
;1,599,733 contract for enlarg-
ing and modernizing Henry
County General Hospital was
awarded Tuesday to 0. P. Bar-
ron Construction Co. of Mem-
phis.
Thirty-eight beds will be
added to the hospital, and the
service facilities will be re-
modeled to bring all depart-
ments up to 1969 health code
standards.
The project is scheduled for
completion within 19 months.
Pasteurized Beer
NEW YORK (UPI)
Pasteurization is largely identi
fled with milk, but it was past
eurization that has made possibl
canned or bottled beer.
Keg (draught) beer is kept at
low temperatures and expected
to be consumed as soon as it
leaves the brewery. Therefore it
does not offer the problem of
after-fermentation of yeast. To
prevent possible renewed devel-
opment of the yeast in beer that
will be packaged, say researchers
at Rheingold Breweries, it is
pasteurized by subjecting it to
heat long enough to kill any
existing yeast cells. Then the
beer can be bottled or canned
and able to stand for weeks or
months before use.
SERVICE STATION-, With their marriage license due to ex-
pire in 20 minutes, Robert A. Marfuta, 22, and Diana Studa-
ker, 21, were making frantic phone calla in a gas station in
Detroit, trying to find a minister to marry them quickly.
Station attendant Bruce treene told them he was an or-
dained minister, and married them in the station. The wit-
ness is Mr. Greene's sister, Mrs. Charlotte Carreker.
Koine Sulfa
HOSTESS
may not have the
world on a string,
but she knows
your community
inside out.
If you're new in town,
ca// her today!
Linda
Phone 
7A531211.11137811
Peanuts.
PEANI TS
rA DEAL?
WHAT giND
OF DEAL 7
r ‘‘
(MY EALVAMA SAID
THAT IF I'D GIVE
71415 BLANKET, 514ED
DavAa TEN DOLLARS
10 MY FAVORITE
CHARITY
'TEN DOLLAR5 15 A LOT OF MONEY._
THAT COULD BE JUST THE AMOUNT
-NAT WOULD HELP 5AVE A LIFE
OR DISCOVER A CURE ...
YOU'D BE AND IF I DON'T,
MAKING AVERY I'LL FEEL LIKE
MEANINGFUL j A GUILTY RAT
SAC,RIFICE
i;
by Charles M. Schulz
(7-{AT FOV OLD LAN HAS)PUT ME IN A CORNER ._
(1,
Nancy by Ernie Businniller
Sa.ve 9dav
,R
U.
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STEAK
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NOTICE
Because of Popular Demand
BOONE'S COIN LAUNDRY
Located at 13th and Main
will be open 24 hours daily, except
Saturday will close at 10:00 p.m.
There will be an attendant on duty.
Begins August 4th.
al4c
THP LEDGER & TIMES  - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GOOD FIVE-ROOM house with
full basement and upstairs. Lo-
cated two miles from University
on one acre lot on Highway 121
Phone 753-1444. A-8-C
POR SALM
NEED NEW ROOF-but short
of money, apply Hy-Klas ftbrat-
ad asphalt aluminum. An amaz-
ing coating that seals holes,
prevents moisture from getting
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature
by 15 degrees. Serves as in-
sulation. Do the job for only
3 cents a square foot. Ask
about special 20 gallon drum
price at Hughes Paint Store.
August-25-C
GOOD rubber-tired wagon.
Phone 492-8215. A-8-P
SEVERAL HENS' SUITS for
sale, size 42 to 44 long. Call
753-7689. A-7-C
ALL BRANDS of used televis-
ions, guaranteed. See us for
your used television. TV service
also. John R. Used Furniture
Company, Second and Main.
A-11-C
ELECTRIC chord organ. Priced
reasenable. Phone 753-1715.
A-11-P
CAMPER FOR SALE. 1968 over
cab for % ton truck. Has all
necessities. Will sell with or
without 1968 Chevrolet truck.
I hone 4354482. A-7-P
KENMORE ELECTRIC stove,
coppertone. excellent condition.
Phone 753-8556. A-7-P
*am. ESTATE FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE by Owner-
Ideally located, four blocks
from the University, two blocks
from Robertson School, stone's
throw from new Murray High
School. This happens to be
1623 Sunset Boulevard. Three
bedrooms, large living room,
den-kitchen combination, 1%
baths, upstairs storage. Two
years ago then. was a new roof
put on, redecorated inside and
out. Back yard enclosed. Car
pet and drapes go with house.
Shown by appointment only.
W. R. Perry 753-4409 or 753-
2924. A-7-C
NEW QUALITY built home de-
signed for easy living with what
YOU want in a fine home. Liv-
irg room, formal dining reom
sad four bedrooms. All carpet-
ed. Also den with fireplace, two
full baths, entrance hall, kit-
chen complete with GE built-
in appliances, garage, central
heat and air, and abundant
'storage space. Can be seen any-
time by calling 753-3903. A-8-C
APPLES andveaches. Paul Dill,
507 Vine. A-EC
PIANO, CONSOLE model, wal-
nut finish, like new. Price
S.00. Phone 753-5480 afterp.m. A-8-C
1968 TRIUMPH Tiger 500 cc,
perfect condition. 1968 Honda
Trail 90 only 900 miles. Phone
753-6565. A-8-C
BLOND MAHOGANY bedroom
suit, $50.00. 40 inch Frigidaire
electric range, two years old,
$135.00. Breakfast set with 8
chairs, $35.00. Phone 753-8134
before 3:00 p.m. and 753-8713
after 3:00 p.m. „ A-8-C
KENMORE automatic washer.
Phone 489-3877 after 5:00 p.m.
A 8-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I, price
6700.00. Phone 753-6206. A-7-P
FORD STATION wagon. Power
steering and power brakes.
Phone 753-4303. A-7-C
1968 CHEVROLET truck, %
ton with long bed. Heavy duty
throughout. Low mileage. 435-
4482. A-7-P
1955 CHEVROLET Bel Air,
V-8, automatic, four door sedan,
low mileage, licensed, inspect-
ed, good running condition.
Call 753-2475 after five p.m.
A-7-C
VOLKSWAGEN camprnobile,
completly equipped. Low mile- PIANO TUNING. P4 weeks in
age. 1969 Model. Phone 753- Murray. Phone Dave Winslow
5918. A-7T 753-5848. A-8-C H
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX swim & se,
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Ky. August-12-C
ON AND AFTER July 31, 1989
I will not be held responsible
for any debts other than my
own. James A. Lyons. A-15-C
THE 641 Slaughter House will
be closed the week of August
11 for redensaelon and will re-
open August 18. A-11-C
SERVICES OFFERED
CARPET LAID, 8 years exper-
ience. All work guaranteed.
Phone Ed Bagwell, 762-4785 af-
ter 5:00 p.m. A-11-P
CUSTODIANS WILL clean of-
fices or churches. Phone 753-
2972. A-7-P
*BLACK TOP PAVffifi
No Jobs to Small or Largo
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
_Phone 7534502
11SheiNst S:00 a. us. end
S:00 ro. rn.
I WOULD LIKE to keep child-
ren in my home beginning the
end of August. References furn-
ished. Phone 753-8283. A-7-C
PRACTICAL NURSE with many
years experience wishes to stay
with convalescent in their home.
References furnished. Phone
753-5606.
BY OWNER: 1967 Corvette
Coupe, dark green, 4-speed,
AM-FM radio, 24,000 miles
2-2243. A-7-P
1964 SIMCA. Ideal for second
ear or for. someone needing
parts, $125.00. Phone 436-2458
r 753-8414. A-7-C
1955 CHEVROLET, 327. Chrome
wheels, new tires. Can be' teen
t 506 North 5th Street, after
•00 p.m. A-8-C
HELP WANTED
WANTED: Man with some elec-
tronics background or young
an wanting to train in this
leld. Write P. 0. Box 32-Z and
ye full resume. Work avail-
ble in either Murray or May-
ield. Fringe benefits include,
aid vacations, group insurance
nd sick leave. Ad-C
SMILING WOMAN" under 60.
00 per week. Two. hours I
Y. five days a week. For in. *IP
rview call 733-8070 atitween
TWO-BEDROOM air condition-
ed house in Hazel. Call 492-8277
or 492-8436. A-8-C
FAIRVIEW ACRES - 3-bed-
room brick. Has large living
room, kitchen with built-in
range, family room with sliding
glass doors to backyard, utility
room, 11,i baths with ceramic
tile, electric heat, hardwood
floors, carport, outside storage
and '4 acre lot.
SOUTH 4TH STREET - 3-bed-
room frame with living room,
kitchen, large utility room and
Enclosed garage. Large lot is
zoned for commercial usage.
LYNN GROVE - 2-bedroom as-
bestos shingle. Has living room,
kitchen, bath, lots of closets
and outside sturage space. In-
cluded are automatic washer,
air conditioner and TV antenna.
ALMO HEIGHTS - 2-bedroom
asbestos shingle. Has living
room, kitchen, bath and good
sized corner lot. Located at in-
tersection of US 641 and Ky
464.
HAZEL - 10-room frame with
1 1,i baths and electric heat. Lo-
cated on corner lot across street
from Baptist Church.
SUBURSAN HAZEL - 30 acres
on blacktop road. Owner will
sell _for $12,500 cash...-or
down and balance in 3 years at
6% per annum.
3 ACRES ON VAN CLEAVE
ROAD - Approximately 50
large oak trees make this a
beautiful buildiag site. 3 miles
from Murray city limits.
NEAR MURRAY - 10 acres
rolling land on blacktop road
5 acres of beautiful shade trees
with choice building site for
home in the country. Stock barn
and pond for your riding horses.
LAKE HILL PROPERTY - 83
acres. 50 acres in permanent
pasture under fence. Has runn-
ing water from springs, small
stock barn. 9 acre corn base
Approximately mile black-
top frontage, with many good
building sites.
132 ACRE FARM - 7-room
frame house has 4-bedrooms
and bath. Located on hard sur
faced road 2 miles east of Tr -
City. 15 acre corn base, 1 acre
wheat, 1.67 acre dark fired to-
bacco, and .37 acre air cured
tobacco.
CHOICE LOTS now available in
Lynwood Estates, one of Callo-
way County's newest subdivis-
ions. See us for details.
WE NEED additional listings of
2 and 3-bedroom homes to ful-
fill the demand created by the
large number of new people
now locating in Murray.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY,
4th and Maple Streets. Office
Phone 753-7333. Home phones•
Fulton Young, 753-4946; R. B
Patterson, 436-5697; Ishmael
Stinson, 753-1534. A-8-C
SERVICES OFFERED
ones Aviation
Has Added A
NEW CESSNA 172
to their line of aircraft
FOR INSTRUCTION OR RENTAL
CALL 753-8633 or 489 2855
FOR SALE
SAVE Big! Do your own rug
and upholstery cleaning with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. A-9-C
YOU saved and slaved for wall
to wall carpet. Keep it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Western Auto, home
of "The Wishing Well". A-6-C
GIBSON 40 in. electric stove.
Phone Hafford Orr 492-849'7
A-6-P
1965 PARKWOOD mobile home.
10' x 52' with 4 x 10' living
room extension, two bedrooms,
fully furnished, air conditioned,
washer and carpeting. Phone
753-7584 after 5:30 p.m. A-7-C
SET OF wagon wheel, solid
maple twin beds with mattress
and box springs. Phone 753-
2669. A-7-C
1967 TR4A BRG. Am being
drafted. Must sell now. Call
753-8338 before 500 p.m. A-9-C
26 INCH RIDING lawn mower.
$45.00 Brown tweed comtemp-
orary sofa. Call 753-7616 after-
noons. A-8-C
DRAPES, 82" long, triple
%.idth, 133" traverse rod, avoca-
do antique satin lined, match-
ing single pair, two pair beige.
Phone 753-8732. A-8-C
1967 MODEL POLAR Craft Yon
boat with six h.p. Evinrude mo-
tor. All equipment. Phone 492-
8600. A-8 P
1966 NORTON 750 CC motor-
cycle, approximately 5.500
miles. Must sell. Call 753-4501-
after 6:00 pm. ---- A 19-P
FOR RENT
FOR RENT - 2-bedroom brick
house near university. Newly
decorated. Carpet on living-
room and bedroom floors.
Available now. Contact owner
at 1709 Calloway Ave. A 7
TWO-BEDROOM Cabin on Pan-
orama Shores. Phone 753-5087.
A 7-P
TWO - BEDROOM furnishes
house near town. No pets al-
lowed Call 753-6864. A-7-C
WHY MB
ESTATES
King Size Lots
200 x 300
$3,000
Call 753-8977
m-w-
ROAcHis
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Locally woad and operat-
ed for 30 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
InsooctIon
Mons 7534114
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-1911
00 and 5:09 p• m..
amApi FOR office and phone
rk. Half days, year round
.60 hour J-G Chemist Corn-
y. Industrial Road. A-8C
KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home oa large All
electric, eeetral air and beat.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
753-7525. August-EC
REDUCED by
bedroom brick
Drive with lots
er must move.
Phone 753-7424
owner: Three-
on Keeneiand
of extras. Own-
Priced to sell.
for information.
A-7-C
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots f o r
sale: (100' x 200', $895); Central
water available, lake acce
ng
ss
and boat ra g), $10 down and
$10 per month. Take 121 south-
east to New Concord, then 444
northeast te Keniana Shores,
follow signs. Phone 436-5320
A-8-C
E. E. YOUNGBLOOD farm lo-
cated in Coldwater, 52 acres
with frontage on Highway 121
for three building lots. Also
one small lot with building lo-
cated in Coldwater. If interest-
ed See or call Mrs. Herman
Roach 492-8460, Hazel, Ky., or
Ted Youngblood,' Mayfield, Ky
A-7-C
LARGE LOT or lots on corner
across the- road from, watershed
near Coles Campground Church.
Land -is- on. Vester-C-reuse farm-
or.the late Robert Crouse farm.
If interested call 247-2539 orLauded MS Se. 13No 
write 205 West Fuller, Mayfiela,
Ky: 42068. A-7-C
•
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Fur-
nished or unfurnished. Lady or
couple perferred. 1000 Poplar
 Strett,-Murray,-Ky., phone 751
SSW A-7-P
NICE SHADY LOT for trailer
space. Water furnished. 2%
miles south of Murray off High-
way 841. Phone 753-4645 A-11T,
HELP WANTED
EVENING FREE??? No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% com-
mission demonstrating toys. No
investment. Car necessary
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan,
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
A-7-P
WANTED; Baby sitter three
days a week. Starting with fall
semester. Phone 762-2453. A-8-P
A NEW YOU Try it on for
size: a business of your own,
in your own community, on
your own time, for an income
of youi own. And the beauty
and glamour of Avon Cosme-
tics. Ready? Call or write Mrs.
Evelyn L. Brown, Shady Grove
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone
965-3363. A-8-C
NOTICE
OUTLAND
BAKERY
Chestnut Street
PHONE 753 5434
WE WILL BE CLOSED
AUGUST 11 THROUGH
AUGUST 16
to make improv ements and
repairs necessary to better
serve our customers.
We regret any inconveni-
ence to you, our customer,
during this time and we will
fill Special Orders for deco-
rated cakes during this week
when orders are placed in
ads ance
REOPENING
MONDAY,
AUGUST 18th
WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 6. 196W
AUTOS FOR SALE
Parker Ford, Inc.
A-1 USED CARS
75 USED CARS 25 USED TRUCKS
To Choose From
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
1967 Ford Fourdoor Sedan
V-8, automatic transmission, air conditioning, vinyl trim.
1967 Dodge Sedan
Four door. V-8 engine, automatic transmissicn. solid white
with blue interior. A solid clean car.
$1295
$1450
finish
1965 GTO Four Speed $1395
Wide oval ties. light blue finish with matching interior. Boys, checkthis car.
1965 Scout
Four wheel drive, mud and snow tires, light green finish.
1964 Ford Fairlane
Four door sedan, six cylinder, standard transmission, two
and white finish.
1963 Chevrolet Impala
Two door hardtop, V-8 engine, automatic
ing real nice aqua finish.
1963 Ford Galaxie 500
Two 'door hardtop, V-8 engine, overdrive
- Ember glow finish.
transmission,
transmission.
tcne, red
power steer-
Extra clean,
$950
$650
$750
$750
ON THE SPOT FINANCING
See or call one of out-seven courteous salesmen at,- Seventh hnd
Main. Telephone 753-5273
WANTED TO BUY
I WOULD EMT.: to buy, green
beans, butterbe:ns, corn and
t her vegetables for freez-
ing. Call 753-6030 after 5:00
p.m. T-F-N-C
BUTTERBEANS and peas for
freezing. Phone 753-3485. A-7-C
New destination
HOLLIVit n11) (UPI)
Clint Eastwood leaves for Yugo-
slavia. this summer to star in
the opening episode of CBS-TV's
"Mission: impossible" series in
the fall.
Winnineest
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to use this' me-
thod to express our deep grati-
tude to all the friends and re-
latives for their kindness and
help during the sickness and
loss of our husband and father,
Parvin (Sam) Paschall.
A special thanks to Dr. Quer-
termous and his office nurse,
also the fourth floor nurses at
the hospital. To Brother Smoth•
erman and Brother Johns who
so faithfully stood by us. Thanks
to each donor of flowers and
to those who sent cards and to
all the good neighbors of Ha-
zel, Taylrirs Store and Lynn
Grove neighborhoods who
brought food to each of our
houses. Thanks to each one who
came to the hospital to sit up,
also Miller Funeral Home. May
God richly bless each one for
their kind wurd3, or had IT part
NEW YORK (UPI) 7
The Chicago Cubs of 1906 wRit,
116 baseball agmes, more than
any other pennant-winning team
in National League history, and
lost only 36.
in any way.
..Mrs. Parvin Paschall
Patsy Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner
and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Crawford
and Daughter 1-T-P
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 • Flying mammal
4 Man's
nickname
8-Let it stand
12 Collection of
facts
13 Appellation of
Athena
14 Condescending
look
15 Possessive
pronoun
16 Listlessly
18 Name
20 Depression
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Pronoun
23 At this place
27 Possessed
29 Title of
respect
30 Danger
31 Hebrew
month
32-Chapeau
33-Prohitut
34-Note of scale
35 Lawful
37-Drunkard
38-Edible seed
39 Pennant
40 Stitch
41 Three-toed
sloth
42 Secluded
valley
44 Apportion
47-Softening
51 Hail,
52 Toward
shelter
53-River in
Germany
54 Afternoon party
SS-Fruit-See&
56-Peruse
57 Be mistaken
DOWN
1 Lure
2-One opposed
3 Experienced
4-Wan
5-Guido's high
note
6-Fragile
7-Ardent
8-Slide on
9-Spread for
drying
10 Lamprey
11 Attempt
17 World
organization
4arirt.)
19•Note of aim& -
22-Stoke
24 Teutonic deity
25 Ceremony
26 Lamb's pen
name
27 50 per cent
28 Son of Adam
29-Sodium
chloride
30-Stroke
32 Wrangles
33-Nod
Arise- to Yesterdays Puzzle
Uilla 00112100
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Meat E4M
36 A state (abbr ) 44 Matured
37-Pertaining to 45 Above
old age 46 Rip
38 Procurator of 47 Chart
Judea 48 Man's name
40-Drain 49 Permit
41-Man's 50 Basketball
nickname organization
43-Behold, (abbr.)
6
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Abbie 'N Slats
MR.SCRAPOLE , WHAT A
PLEASANT SUPPRISE :
AS A MATTER OF FACT,
I WAS JUST ABOUT TO
PHONE YOU IN
CRA BTRE E
RNERS
, JAILS%
BEFORE WE GET DOWN TO BUSINESS,
I GOT A FAVOR TO ASK. THE POLICE
JUST TOWED AWAY
---- MY HEAP AND
1 NEE C FIFTY
SUCKS T'
SPRING IT,
WELL NOW, I THINK
A LOAN CAN BE
ARRANGED.  
by R. Van Buren
i WHERE'S THATCOUNTERFEIT
550 BILL wE'vE
BEEN HOLDING
FOR THE POLICE ?
Lir Abner
DON'r EAT
NO77,1/Al-DONIT
SAY NOTA-//N'- -
(JEST SETS AN'
SIONS II
IyCHUCKLE.,i(CHUCKLE.';-'lo'I-kAS
SEEN -
siOKUMS--
•
by Al Capp
THASS A GOOD
GUESTIONff-CAIN'T
e)E A GAL!! HE
DON'T LI P.5E GALS-
JEST ANIMALS f.1 2
vJ .......HOPE IT HAIN'T
A DANGEROUS
......" ...----
Roy*, P.s..,•4
_do
•
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Eight Green Beret Leaders
Charged In Vietnam Murder
By SORT W. OKULEY
SAIGON (UPI) — The U.
Command said today the form-
er chief of the US. Special
Forces Green Berets in Viet-
nam and seven of hi, subord-
inates have been arrested on a
charge of planning and carry-
ing out the murder of a Viet-
namese civilian
A U.S. spokesman said Col.
Robert B. Rheault, 44, of Viney-
ard Haven, Maas., commander
of the Special Forces, was re-
lieved of his duties July 21. He
is a 19413 graduate of West Point
and holds the Legion of Merit
with two Oak Leaf Clusters
The eight men, seven officers
-and a senior noncommissioned
officer were failed at Long
.Binh Army post near Saigon
under charges of premeditated
murder and conspiracy to com-
mit murder.
1 It was the largest group of
,American officers to face trial
Truck And Bicycle
Collision Occurs
The sixth traffic accident re-
port for the month of August
in the city of Murray has been
filed by the investigating offic-
ers of the Murray Police De-
partment.
; No injuries were reported in
this accident that occurred on
Tuesday at 11:35 p.m. at North
.16th Street and Hamilton Ave-
nue.
' Vehicles involved were a
truck owned by Fitts Block
Company and driven by Major
Prescott, Jr., of Hazel Route
Sfwo, and a Bicycle owned by
Lines Kodman, 1503 Glendale
Road, and driven by Jerry
Gardner, 1100 B Fairlane Drive,
Murray.
Police -said the Fitts vehitle
was going north on the side-
walk on North ,16
the bicycle was
18th out of a driveway when
the collision occurred.
Damage was reported to the
front wheel of the bicycle, but I
no damage was reported to the
truck.
Two Classes
(Centimped From Page On)
Fred Cain, J. K. Maqd,y, snd
Dent Patton Pulliam'.
Members of the 1950 class
are Hiram Riley, Marie McCal-
Ion Riley, Gail Smith Wilson,
Wilma Jane Jolmston Wiser,
Betty Jo Bibb Arnett, Anna
Jean Byrd Usrey, Billy Joe Fel-
ton, Earl Adams Emma Adams,
Evelyn Doores Tucker, Douglas
Tucker, Samuel Workman, Pol-
lyanna Rhea Lamb, and Cis: -
ton Riley.
Wanda Hall Strode
Makes Dean's List
Wanda Hall Strode of Callo-
way County made the Dean's
' list for the spring semester of
the 1968-69 academic year at
Western Kentucky University.
A total of 1,091 Western stu-
dents were named to the Dean's
List, as announced recently by
Dr. Raymond L. Cravens, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of the Faculties. To
be named to the list, a student
must achieve an academic
standing for the semester of 3.3
or higher in a scale which lists
4.0 as perfect.
Of the 1,091 students named
to the current Dean's List, 224
were named as President's
Scholars, which means that they
achieved at least a 3.8 acade-
mic average for the semester.
A total of 110 of the President's
Scholars had a perfect 4.0 or
straight "A", average for the
spring semester of the present
school year.
Murrayans A ttened
Council Workshop
Your studcats from Murray
High Schol attended the elev-
enth annual leadership work-
shop of the Kentucky Associa-
tion of Student Council held at
Georgetown College July 20-25.
Attending were Kathy Crid-
er, president of the Murray
High Student Council, Jennie
Barker, Celia Simons, arid Amy
The theme for the workshop
rwas "Stronger Youth Today
s, yor A Stronger Tomorrow."
Dr. George E. Mathes who gave
=, discussions, and de-Lions.
Mrs. Anna L. Miller, execu-
tive secretary of the Kentucky
Association of Student Council,
LouisvilleL directed the week.
' Wile' It Oecirgitovro th
• tri# MI.-Suet' at 4,13e„ tM,
held at the home of the comma
president, Dr Robert L. Mills
and airs. Mills.
in the Vietnam War.
Dees Net Explein
The Army declined to tell
exactly what happened but said
the men were accused of shoot-
ing to death a Vietnamese man
near the central coastal city of
Nha Trans 188 roll's northeast
of Saigon June 20.
As commander of the U.S.
5th Special Fortes; group,
Rheautl was in charge of all
Green Beret troops in Vietnam
until relieved of his command.
Spokesmen said the investiga-
tion had been ordered by Maj.
Gen. G. J. Maybry, command-
ing general of US. Army sup-
port troops in Vietnam and
that the investigation would d*
termine whether the men would
be court martialed. They said
It was not known how long the
investigation would take.
At Itheault's summer home
on the island of Martha's Vine-
yard off Massachusetts, Mrs.
Rheault said, "There's a mis-
take somewhere. My husband
has had a long and honorable
career in the Army."
She said he was serving his
second tour of duty in Vietnam
and had been there since May.
The other time was almost near
five years ago, she said.
Others Charged
Also charged along with
Rheault were:
!did. David E. Crew of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; Maj. Thomas C.
Middleton Jr. of Jefferson,
S. C.; Capt Leland J. Brumley
of Duncan, Okla.; Capt. Robert
F. Marasco of Bloomfield, N. J.;
Capt. Budget E. Williams of
Athens, Ga.; CWO Edward It
Boyle of New York City and
Sgt. 1.C. Alvin L Smith Jr. of
Naples, FL.
The Army described all of
them as "former members of
the US.:_atit Special Forces
group."
nam gs
les about them, are paratroop-
ers who get intense specialized
training. They have been in
Vietnam officially sines the
early 1960, operating in the
more remote regions and gath-
ering intelligence on Viet Cons
and North Vietnamese troops.
Their nickname comes from
the green caps they wear.
Mall Gfi0
-(Cametmeed Pram Peso .110
polar cap, scientists leaned to-
ward the theory it is composed
of frozen carbon dioxide, dry
ice, and perhaps is only one
yard thick.
One of the objectives at
Mariner 7 was to find out if
It is dry ice or water ice. If it
is composed of water, deemed
unlikely, the possibility some
form of life could exist or has
existed on Mars would be sig-
nificantly increued. The ans-
wer may come at a special
briefing Thursday when scien-
tists have had a chance to ex-
amine readings from the in-
struments aboard Mariner 7.
The 32 "near encounter?'
pictures displayed Tuesday
night were snapped by Mariner
7 Monday night as it streaked
by the southern hemisphere of
Mars.
They were stored in the
spacecraft's tape recorder,
played back to earth Tuesday
and run through a computer
to bring out the Martian fea-
tures before being shown.
'the scientists assembled at
Mission Cantrol cautiously re-
frained from making any firm
conclusions pending scrutiny
of the data from Mariner's
scientific experiments.
They were profuse, however,
in praise of the pictures which
were much more detailed and
had better contrast than those
sent back by Mariner 6 on a
similar flypast last week.aa
One photo Tuesday night
showed two craters on the Mar-
tian surface which resembled
the heel and toe print of a
shoe.
"This is the only evidence of
life we have on Mars." joked
hton, who has been bode-
all week with questions
• life on the Red
Planet
So far, there is no evidence
of vegetation or higher forms
of life on Mars. ff there is or
wu any life, it would be chess-
ically different from life on
earth because the element ni-
trogen, present in every living
molecule on earth, has not
been detected on Mars.
Scientists said, however,
there appears to be seasonal
changes on Mars— sometimes
an area chinges in color in
different photos — and this
could be caused by some sort
of vegetation.
NICKS ClatETIIRY
Lflfierions intentsted in
hating_ -the - driving/ea, wised-
Hicks Cemetery paved are ask-
ed to Call Rudy Bury, Z. D.
Winchester, or Clifford Farris
T H Z
TEACHERS ...
(Comtlesmal Pre. Peas One)
High School; Mn. Lashio. Fos-
ter, Elementary Education, Al-
amo; Miss Sarah Hughes, Ele-
mentary Education, New Con-
cord; Paul D'Urso, Elementary
Education, Kirksey; Miss Carol
Hoskins, Speech and Debate,
Calloway County High School;
Miss Susan Sparks, Math, Cal-
loway County High School; Mrs.
Nancy Lovett, Remedial Read-
ing, Almo and Lynn Grove;
Miss Glenda Morrison, Librar-
ian, Calloway County High
School; Mrs. Sharilyn Erwin,
Elementary Education, Almo;
Mrs. Dianne Brown, Elementary
Education, Faxon; Tommy Mc-
Cuiston, Elementary Education,
Faxon; and Mrs. Jane Cothran
is returning to Hazel after a
leave of absence.
Following, in alphabetical or-
der, are the schools and their
faculties:
Ahne I lements ry
Thomas Rushing Principal;
a Beurdean Wrather, lite; Mrs. Lashlee Foster, lit
Grade; Mrs. Jacquelyn Camas%
2nd Grade; Mrs. Aline Stesue,
and Grade; Mrs. Frances Pink-
ley, 3rd Grade; Miss Nancy
Roberts, 3rd Grade; Mrs. Dula°
Douglass, 4th Grade; Mrs. Ce-
lia Grogan, 4th and 5th Grade;
Mrs. Maurelle Nance, 5th
Grade; Mrs. Sharilyn Erwin,
6th Grade; Mrs. Marion Bailey,
7th Grade; Mrs. Elaine Brown,
7th Grade; John W. Jones, 8th
Grade; and Mrs. Enid Sanders,
8th Grads.
Faxen I lenient. ry
Billy Dale Outland, Princi-
pal; Mrs. Betty Cassity, lit
Grade; Mrs. Dianne Brown, 1st
Grade; Mrs. Mabel Redden, 2nd
Grade; Mrs. Janice Stubblefield,
3rd Grade; Mrs. Martha Smith,
3rd or 4th Grade; Mrs. Mildred
Dunn, 4th Grade; Mn. Martha
Nelle Ellis, 5th Grade; Mrs.
Estelle Outland, tith Grade;
hues Elamentery
James Feltner, Head Teacher
and 8th Grade; Mrs. Eupal Un-
derwood, 1st Grade; Mrs. Cry-
stal Parks, and Grade; Mrs.
Gwyn Key, 3rd Grade; Mn.
Edna Robinson, 4th Grade;
Mrs. Louise Outland, 5th Grade;
Mrs. Charlene Curd, 6th Grade;
and Mrs. Jane Cothran, 7th
Grade.
dira .0•4.1.0 •
M. B. Rogers, Principal; Mrs.
Lillie Farris, lit Grade; Mrs.
Laura Jennings, lit Grade; Mrs.
Cheryl Daily, 2nd Grade; Mrs.
Marie Tucker, 2nd Grade; Mrs.
Mary Alice Humphries, lrd
Grade; Mrs. Judy Darnall, 4th
Grads; Mrs. Rachel Neale, 4th
Grade; Mrs. Thyra Crawford,
5th Grade; Mrs. Duni. Rogers,
6th Grade; Mrs. Lucille Potts,
7th Grade; Paul D'Urso, 8th
Grade; and Miss Annie Mae
Hopkins, 8th Grade.
Lynn Greve Elementary
Freed Curd, Head Teacher
and 8th Grade; Mrs. Justine
Story, lit Grade; Mrs. Agnes
McDaniel, 2nd Grade; Mrs. Bet-
ty Jackson, 3rd Grade; Mrs.
Margaret Crawford, 4th Grade;
Mrs. Juana Dodson, 5th Grade;
Mrs. Eleanor Miller, 6th Grade;
and Mrs. Ann Wood, 7th Grade.
New Concord Elementary
Bobby Allen, Heed Teacher
and 8th Grade; Mrs, Virgil Gro-
gan, lit Grade; Mrs. Dolly Red-
ick, Ind Grade; Mrs. Lorene
McCage, 3rd Grade; Mrs. Ann
Brinkley, 4th Grade; Mrs, Ruby
Parks, 5th Grade; Mrs. Lburelle
Forrest, 6th Grade; Shelton Bo-
wen, 7th Grade; Miss Sarah
Hughes, Grade to be assigned.
Call•way County High Scheel
Howard Crittenden, Princip-
al; Luble McDaniel, Assistant
Principal; Mrs. Jane Sisk, Bio-
logy; Eugene Chaney, Agricul-
ture; Carmon Parks, Agricul-
ture; Milton Walston, Agricul-
ture; Larry Paschall, Physical
Science and Biology; Mrs. Ger-
aldine Myers, Business and
Math; N. P. Paschall, Business;
Miss Frances Armstrong. Bus
mess; David Lanier, Chemistry
and Am. History; Mrs. Sue
Adams, English, Mrs. Marguer-
ite Brooks, English; Mrs. Myrtle
Jones, World Geography; Mn.
Ober* Miller, English; Mrs. Bet-
ty Riley, English; Mrs. June
Wilson,' English; Mrs. Julianne
Smith, French; Douglas Tuck-
er, Physical Science; Roy Co-
thran, Coach, Health and Pia.;
Mrs. Virginia Sue Outland,
Health and P.E.; George Dow-
dy, Soc. Studies.
Larry Duan, Art and English;
Miss Caroln noddle, Speech
and Soc. Studies; Miss Lucy Ann
Forrest, Home Ecebomks; Mn.'
Bess Kerlick, Home Rconbreics;
Billy Nix, Industrial Arts; Miss
Glenda • Mortimer, Libras:Man,
Mrs. Louise Tarry, Gee Math:
Ter mints -DEttilby, Mitt ;-
Mrs. Lucinda Daniell, Vocal
Musk; David Berry, Music,
Hist and Bind: Mrs. Jo Wila
LEDGER & TIBIEB — MURRAY, ICZNTUCKy
Scientists
(C.entiosessal From Fags ONO
briefing. The three subjects
!he debriefing were lunar sam-
ples, lunar topography and lu-
nar experiments.
Among the 31 scientists and
technicians on the briefing list
were moon expert Dr. E. 11.
Shoemaker of the U.S. Geologi.
cal Survey, who reported "over-
whelming evidence" from moon
rocks that the moon's "seas"
were formed by volcanic lava
flows.
The quarantine population
grew by four Tuesday, bringing
the total to 23, including the
first woman. A 24-year-old bru-
nette lab technician, Heather
Owens of Houston, and three
male technicians were sprayed
accidentally with moisture from
a pipe which vents vacuum
chambers where moon dust is
used.
Miss Owens was placed in an
individual room in the same
suite with Armstrong, Airhan
and Collins.
Pieced In Trailer
The three male technicians
were placed in the mobile qua-
raatine facility, a trailer-like
vehicle in which the astronauts
were brought to Houston. The
trailer sticks halfwasaathrough
a large door in one sale of the
lunar laboratory.
Armstrong, first man to walk
on the moon, celebrated his
39th birthday Tuesday with a
white cake and champagne. The
astronauts wives visited them
in the evening, through the
glass barrier.
The astronauts continued to
be in excellent health. Plans 
were to release them, along
with all the others, Monday.
The Apollo crew was in a 21-
day quarantine, to ensure they
did not bring moon germs to
infect the earth.
SEEN & HEARD . .
gdolleand Pont Pan On)
*Ill admit that
his First Tuesday on TV is an
interesting- program
len in Da Nang sends pictures
of himself growing a mustache.
FOUR CITED
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department.
They were for not having a
city auto sticker, disregarding
a red light, disorderly conduct,
and one for driving while in-
toxicated and no operator's
license.
Marshall
School
Dates Set
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 5—The
consolidated Marshall County
School System will start classes
with registration on Aug. 21. The
first hill day of classes will be
Aug. 25.
The decision was reached at
the first meeting of the merged
board Monday night. The Mar-
shall County and Benton city
school systems were merged as
of last Friday after both boards
voted in favor of the consolida-
tion.
Joe Duke, former city school
superintendent, was named as
the assistant superintendent in
the county system, a position
the county system did not have
prior to the merger.
Dr. Harold King, chairman of
the old Benton city board, be-
came the one member from the
city board to join the board.
lams, Spanish and Am. Hist.;
Miss Susan Sparks, Math; W. T.
Patterson, Assistant Coach and
Soc. Studies; and Mrs. Alberta
Korb, Guidance Counselor.
Other certified personnel are:
Charlie Lassiter, Director
Pupil Personnel; Mrs. Helen
Hogancamp, School Lunch Sup-
ervisor; Mrs. Lucille T. Ross,
School Nurse; W. H. Brooks,
Adult Farmer Program; Mrs.
Joanna Sykes, Elementary Lib-
rarian; Mrs. Olga Freeman,
Elementary Librarian; pars.
Margarette Windchester, Reme-dial Reading; Mrs. La Brown,
Remedial Reading; and Mrs.
Nancy Lovett, Remedial Readinst.
The school calendar for the1969-70 school year is as fol-lows:
August 111-22 — In-serviceconference for teachers
August 25 — Busses will runwith all students reporting toschool.
September 1 — Labor Day.
October 10 — F.D.E.A. Stu-dent holiday.
November 27-28 — Thartas-
giving Holidays-, - -
December 22-Januara 2
eltrtstmes Vacation.
April 13-17 — K.E.A SpringVacation.
May 26 — Closing of School
Melvin Lawrence
Rites Are Planned
The funeral for Melvin Law-
rence of 415 North 6th Street
will be held Thursday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Loyd Wilson and Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating.
Masonic rites will be held to-
night (Wednesday) at eight o'-
clock at the funeral home. He
was a member of the Temple
Hill Masonic Lodge No. 276, of
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church,
and was a veteran of World
War I.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Lawrence, age 73, died Tues-
day at his home. He is surviv-
ed by his wife, Mrs. Cone Wil-
liams Lawrence; one daughter,
Mrs. James (Loreda) Alton; two
sons, Carl and Paul Lawrence;
one brother, Frank Lawrence;
eight grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Sister Of Local
(Continued From Page Ono)
children; two great grandchil-
dren.
Funeral services were held
today at two p.m. at the Bethel
Church of Christ with Bro. Har-
vey Lynn Elder and Bro. Al-
fred Colley, Jr., officiating.
Burial was in the Bethel Ceme-
tery.
Indian handicrafts worth $93.
3 million were txported from
India in 1968.
Michigan, California Police
Find Connection In Slayings
By JANI DENISON
YPSILANTI, Mich. (UPI) —
California and Michigan police
today sought further links in a
chain they believe could tie
together a series of murders in
both states.
Monterey County, Calif., sher-
iffs deputies said Tuesday there
was a definite connection be-
tween seven slayings of young
women in the Ann Arbor-
Ypsilanti area and the killing
near Salinas, Calif., of Roxia
Ann Phillipps, 17, of Milwaukio,
Ore.
The key to the killing, police
believe, is John Norman C,ol-
Ada Sue
(Gotland Pram Pan On)
Skokie, Ill. Following the coro-
nation ceremonies, Miss Hut-
son assisted A. E. Cascino, ex
ecutive vice president of Inter
national Minerals & Chemical
Corporation, to present troph-
ies and other awards to out-
standing individuals and com-
panies within the Super Q pro-
gram.
She is expected to make a
number of appearances at var-
ious agricultural shows and
special events during the com-
ing year, scheduling them be-
tween a busy class schedule at
Murray State where she was
named Ideal Freshman Girl last
spring.
lbw a senior in elementary
education at Eastern Michigan
University.
Collins, a feces examination
Thursday on first - degree mur-
der charges in the sex slaying
of 18-year-old EMU coed Karen
Sue Beineman, who was lag
men alive two weeks ago today
leaving a downtown wig shop
with a young man on a motor-
cycle.
Manuel Seine Sought
Two Michigan detectives
went to Salinas earlier this
week to investigate a trailer
allegedly stolen and hauled to
California by Collins and a miss-
ing friend, Andrew Julien Man-
uel, 25. Manuel is being sought
by the FBI on a federal fugi-
tive warrant.
Michigan State Police Sgt.
Ken Christiansen told newsmen
earlier there was "a strong in-
ference that Collins is involv-
ed" in the killing of Miss Phil-
lips, who disappeared June JO
while visiting friends in Salin-
e& .
Monterey County sheriff's of-
ficials said Tuesday they have
found a girl who knew both
Miss Phillips and Collins.
Nancy Albrecht, 17, Fort
Worth, Tex., reportedly told po-
lice she allowed Collins to drive
her home one day in Salinas,
where she was visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. Francis Gauthier. Miss
Albrecht said the. youth told her
he was stuclvins to be a teach-
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er at Kastern Michigan Univer-
sity, and made a date to return
to the home the following night,
June 90, but broke it.
Miss Phillips disappeared the
next day on the way to mail a
letter. Her nude, decomposed
body was found at an illegal
dump in nearby Carmel neatly
two weeks later. Police said the
method of her savage killing
resembled the Michigan slay-
ings
Was In Car
Police here said Arnold Dav-
ie a close friend of Collins, told
them he was with Collins and
another man in the car that
picked up Miss Joan Schell, 20,
on the last night she was seen
alive one year ago.
Police said Davis told
Collins dropped him and t
other man off, and was to hay
picked up Miss Schell later.
Her nude, sexually molested
body was found a week later in
a lovers lane area. Her throat
had been slashed and she had
been stabbed five times.
In other developments:
—Police said investigators
have found traces of blood and
hair in Collins's car that may
match blood and hair types of
Alice Kalom, 23, a University of
Michigan graduate student slain
In early June.
—A high police official said
officers have not linked Manuel
to any of the murders but are
seeking the friend and former
fraternity brother of Collins on
a larceny by conversion war-
rant in the trailer taken to Cali-
fornia. They are also investigat-
ing a large theft ring which
apparently stole motorcycles,
furniture, appliances and other
items in the university area.
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